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.4tsST'ITACT'

In manufacturing, jigs and fixtures as special tools are used to hold and locate

parts, and guide the tools if required for machining, assembly, inspection, and other

manufacturing operations. As an important part of manufacturing, jig and fixture design

play a key role between product design and product manufacturing.

In this thesis, first, a survey of fixture design automation is presented, including

the-state-of-the-art in fixture design automation, and the theory of automatic fixture

design. Then, to fill in the gapes in the fields of fixture design for thin-walled parts,

principles of fixture design for thin-walled parts have been proposed. The principles

include how to define a thin wall, how to calculate deformation of different types of thin

walls of a part, how to reduce the deformation of the thin wall with various support

confrgurations, how to select various support configurations for thin-walled parts, and

how to design a fixture for parts with thin walls.

A definition of a thin-walled part is given based on whether or not a part is

deflected sufficiently to affect machining accuracy in manufacturing. Five models for

calculating the elastic deformation of the walls have been established using the calculation-

experiment or modeling approach. Principles related to support confrgurations for thin-

walled parts have been proposed based on the relationship that the percentage of reduced

displacement, in the same ratio, is only determined by the support confìguration. A

principle offixture configuration for general parts has been proposed based on the 3-2-1

locating principle and thin wall theory. The general force model of the fixture

configuration has been expanded from a prismatic part to a thin-walled part so that the

theory of fixture configuration is close to real production.

ll1
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CffiAPT'ER, I

rNTITÛÐUCTTO¡{

tr.L Froblem Statement

In manufacturing, jigs and fixtures as special tools are used to hold and locate

parts, and guide the tools if required for machining, assembly, inspection, and other

manufacturing operation. As an important part of manufacturing, jig and fixture design

play a key role between product design and product manufacturing. These work holding

devices require a considerable amount of time, money and effort to design, fabricate and

test, especially for the thin-walled parts. With the development of the aeronautical and

astronautical industry, many thin walled parts have been designed to meet the

requirements for light weight, high strength, and complex shapes. One airplane consists of

hundreds of thousands of parts. Most of them are thin-walled parts such as spar, frame,

skin, structural parts, and so on. The aircraft spar part among the hundreds of thousands

of parts is a typical large thin-walled part. The length of the aircraft spar part is usually

over 2 meters (78.74 in) for a jet fighter, and over 6 meters (236.22 in) for a civic

airplane. In other modern industry, many thin walled parts have also emerged. However,

little research on fixture design for thin-walled parts has been done. At present, there are

no theories or rules to be followed in fixture design for thin walled parts. This is

determined from an extensive literature research carried out on jig and ftxture design

which is presented in Chapter 2 and in Reference Liu and Strong U0,7Il. Since no

theories and rules are available for the design of fixtures for thin-walled parts, the

problems of over support, lack of support, and modifïcation of design after machining and

measuring a few parts often occur in manufacturing.



With the rapid development of new computer aided automation technologies,

research on computer aided fixture design and automatic frxture deign has been carried

out in the 1980's. Presently, automatic design of fixture configuration can only deal with

parts with having very simple shapes i.e. prismatic parts. To achieve automatic fixture

design for parts with any shape, principles of fixture design for parts with thin walls must

be included This research presented in this thesis is a study of fixture design for thin-

walled parts.

l.2Ïtesearch Objective and Scope

The research objective of this thesis is to develop a fundamental theory of frxture

design for thin-walled parts. This theory includes how to determine whether or not a part

has thin walls, how to calculate deformation of different types'of thin walls of the part,

how to reduce the deformation of the thin wall with various support configurations, how

to select various support confìgurations for thin-walled parts, and how to design a fixture

for parts with thin walls.

This research focuses on the principles of frxture design for thin-walled parts. A

definition of parts with thin walls is given based on whether or not a part is deflected

sufficiently to affect machining accuracy in manufacturing from a fïxturing and machining

point of view. The models for calculating the elastic deformation of thin walls have been

built based on the calculation results from finite element the ANSYS program using a

calculation-experiment approach. The principles of support configurations of a fixture

have been proposed based on the relationship that the percentage of reduced displacement,

in the same ratio, is only determined by the support configuration. A principle of fixture

configuration has proposed based on the 3-2-l locating principle and thin-walled part

theory.



This study is limited to rectangular thin walls. Five models for calculating elastic

deformation of the walls are used to calculate static linear elastic deformation of aluminum

alloy.

n.3 trganizatio¡l of the Thesis

There has been very little research on fixture design automation. The research on

automatic fixture design is at a very early stage of academic development. Instead of

presenting the fragmented research results separately, it is more appropriate to introduce

them in a coherent way in the development of a theory of fixture design. Hence, chapter

two will present a survey of fixture automation. Chapter three gives a defrnition of thin-

walled parts. Chapter four deals with the models of calculating elastic deformation.

Chapter five deals with the principles of support configurations. Chapter six deals with the

principle of fixture configuration. Chapter seven shows the comparison of experimental

results with calculation results. Conclusions of the research and recommendations for

further research are listed in chapter eight.
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The present survey is intended to provide the information, summarizing research

achievements within the last ten years in the field of Fixture Design Automation (FDA). In

the first part, the importance of a study ofl fixture design automation is discussed and the

state of the art in fixture design automation is presented with figures. In the second part,

an overview of fixture design automation is presented, and the structure of a Computer

Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) system integrated with automatic fixture design system is

also proposed. In the third part, approaches in fïxture design automation are reviewed. In

the fourth part, a survey of Automated Fixture Design (AFD) systems is presented noting

specific features which describe the present status and allow comparison of these systems.

In the fifth part, future trends are proposed. On the basis of studying 82 papers and 5

dissertations on FDA, twenty-two currently existing AFD systems are summarized and

listed in table I

2.1 lntroductior¡

As an important part of manufacturing, jig and fixture design play a key role

between product design and product manufacturing. Jig and fixture design are a critical

activity in manufacturing because the task of fixture design consumes Manufacturing Lead

Time (MLT). A well-designed fixture can reduce nonproductive time which is "70 percent

of total time on machine" tl] Good jig and fixture design would reduce MLT,

manufacturing cost, and improve manufacturing efficiency, productivity and machining

accuracy. The term "fixture design" will represent 'Jig and frxture design" in this thesis.



Fixture design has a special position in Computer Integrated Manufacturing

systems. It is carried out based on the requirements of operations given by process

planning. Fixtr¡re planning including locating and clamping can be classified as a part of

process planning. However, fixture design is specialized design work in manufacturing. It

requires tool designers to have some knowledge in design optimization related to changing

part design and process planning as well as their experience and knowledge in fixture

design. The reason for that is "in many cases, improvements to a fixturing system

necessitate changes in the process plan and in the part drawing' l2l.

With the rapid development of computer aided automation techniques, Computer

Aided Process Planning (CAPP), the "brother" of Automatic Fixture Design (AFD), has

achieved great success. By 1988, atotal of about 156 different CAPP systems existed, of

which 50 were commercial CAPP systems [3]. Statistics of CAPP systems and AFD

systems are illustrated by charts Fig.2.l andEig.2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Cömparison of quantity of systems between,AFD and CAPP vs. years

From Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2, the state of the art in frxture design automation is

clearly illustrated. The idea of AFD was created in 1982 seventeen years later than the

idea of CAPP. The first AFD system was developed 13 years later than the first CAPP

system. From the figures, it is also shown that research on AFD was ignored for long time

after the development of CAPP. CAPP has entered a commercial and industrial application

stage. AFD research is, however in a developmental stage. The imbalance in developing

AFD and CAPP in the computer aided industrial automation environment was found by

comparing AFD with CAPP.

On the other hand, AFD systems study is facing a major challenge which is to

solve "automatic design and configuration of modular, versatile fixtures," as predicted

from an Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS) [4] point of view. Therefore, the



importance of a study of fixture design automation may be understood in comparison with

CAPP automation and the demand of future intelligent manufacturing systems.

Since Berry [5] first discussed automatic fixture design using Computer Aided

Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) systems in 1982, fixture

design automation has been studied intensively by researchers in the 1980s and signifrcant

progress has been made. The importance of a study for fixture design automation has been

recognized by more and more researchers. More than 82 papers have been published in the

area in the last ten years and about 22 automated fixture design systems have been

developed or are under development.

From previous studies, mainly in the 1980s, the study of fixture design automation

can be classified into two groups: Automatic Fixture Design (AFD), and Computer Aided

Fixturing Design (CAFD) (semi-automatic fixture design). Three major issues in AFD

research are considered as following:

1. Fixtureconfiguration

i). determining the appropriate locating, supporting, and

clamping scheme

ii). Iaying out a set of locating, supporting and clamping points or

surfaces on workpieces surlaces

iii). selecting fixture elements required.

Fixture construction -- constructing and assembling selected fixture elements

on the fixture body based on the schemes decided by fixture configuration.

Fixture verifrcation -- proving the validity of the fixture configuration by

checking that there is no interference between the selected fixture elements,

and between the selected fixture components and the cutting path.

2.

J.



In this thesis Fixture Design Automation CFDA) includes fìxture configuration

automation, fixture construction automation, and fixture verification automation. These

are achieved either on a computer screen or a physical structure. The present review

focuses on AFD and CAFD in the following four sections. Section 2 presents an overview

of FDd section 3 describes different approaches of FDd section 4 provides a survey of

AFD systems, and section 5 discusses future trends.

2.2 (}verview of S'Ð,4'

2.2.T Adefinition ofjigs and fixtures

With the increasing research on Fixture Design Automation, the various definitions

of jigs and fixtures have emerged from publications. Some researchers use the term

',fixture" to represent 'Jigs and fixtures." Others use the term 'Jigs" to stand for both "jigs

and fixtures." It is time to establish a universal definition for jigs and fixtures in order to

reduce communication problems. There are mainly two different opinions of the definition

of jigs and fixtures. One is that the jigs and fixtures are different. The jig does not only

function as a fixture, but also has the additional function of guiding the tool while

machining. The Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME) is in agreement with this

ideology, considering their definition that "the fixture is a device for holding and locating

work while operations are being performed, where as the jig is not only a device for

holding and locating work, but it also guides tool performing the operation" [6]. In the

book of Jig and Fixture Design written by Hoffman [7], the author describes that Jigs and

frxtures are so closely related that the terms are sometimes confused or used

interchangeably. The difference is the way the tool is guided to the workpiece. Miller and

Hannam [8] use the term jig to stand for both jigs and fixtures in their paper. Another

opinion is opposite with above opinion. They use the term fixture to represent jigs and

fixtures. For example, Fields et al. [9] refer to drill jigs, but they use the word fixture



instead. The main supporter of this opinion is Henriksen [10]. In his works of Jigs and

Fixture Design Manual, a jig is considered as a type of fixture with means for positively

guiding and supporting tools for drilling, boring, and related operations.

Before Numerical Control (NC) machine was invented, the function of a jig in

drilling was not only to hold and locate the workpiece, but to position and guide the tool

performing the operation as well. With the increasing use of the NC machine, the

requirement to guide cutters has been reduced. With the advent of NC the function of

guiding the tool has been virtually eliminated. However, in some cases, to increase rigidity

of cutter, the function of guiding the drill in NC machining is still required when the

machining surface is not flat or vertical with the axis of the cutter. Before the introduction

of NC machining, a profiling fixture [7] was used to guide tools for manufacturing

contours which the machine could not normally follow. Profiling fixtures have the same

function of guiding tools as jigs do. Therefore, the authors propose using the term

"fixture" to stand for both 'Jigs and fixtures" in a broad sense.

Considering the above, the term fixture used in this thesis is defined as a device or

special tool used for holding and locating workpieces, and guiding the tools if required for

machining, assembly, inspection, and other manufacturing operations. Meanwhile, the

term fixture design will represent jig and fixture design.

2.2.2Role of AFD in CIM

The use of fixtures in manufacturing has a great historical span. The origin of

fixtures can be traced back to the Swiss Watch and clock industry from which, after

proving their usefulness, they spread throughout the entire metalworking industry [10].

Pioneer work on fixtures was done by Collvin and Hass [11], Jones [12], and Gates [13].



The first book on fixtures, entitled "Jigs and Fixtures" was written by Collvin and llass in

1913. Two of the latest works on fixtures were written by Kempster 1987 [14], and

Hoffrnan 19S5 [7]. Fixture-hardware design basically followed the progress of industrial

development. The requirements of mass production introduced automatic fixtures

(pneumatic fixtures and hydraulic fi>itures). Pallet fixtures have been used in automated

flow lines. With a trend toward high variety, low volume production, modular fixtures

have emerged as a result of the requirements for flexible manufacturing.

With advancing technology in industry, the theory of fixture design is continuously

being improved. However, until recently AFD and CAFD were not considered. Computers

being introduced into industry have had a great impact on production systems over the last

several decades. 
. 
As an application of computer technology, computer integrated

manufacturinglplays a key role in the automation of discrete-product manufacturing.

CAD/CAM as a major part of CIM has been applied in design, manufacturing and

production. CAPP in CIM has achieved great success with 156 CAPP systems developed

by 1988. It is common knowledge that CAPP has been recognized as playing a key role in

CIM. However, the role played by computer aided fixture design and automatic frxture

design in CIM is ambiguous. CAFD and AFD had not been mentioned in the late version

of the book "Automation, Production systems, and Computer Integrated Manufacturing"

written by Groover [15]. Some researchers (Chang and Wysk 19S5 [16], Chou 1988 [17])

classifred fixture design as a part of process planning. Others (Pham et al. 1989 [2],

Hayashi et al. 1988 [18], Trappey and Liu 1988 [19]) illustrated that fixture design is

separated from process planning but it interfaces with process planning and part design in

their figures.

The author is of the opinion that fixture planning which includes the determination

of any special fixtures required, the type of fixtures, and the orientation of the workpiece

10



could be classified as a part of process planning. The orientation of the workpiece could

be modified in the firture design stage based on fixture design-effect. The task of fixture

planning in the fixture design stage is still important work which is concerned with the

reduction of the number of fixtures by combining several fixtures for similar operations.

Therefore, fixture design work must be closely allied to process planning. However, this

design task itself must be done by tool designers with special technology, and tool

designers must work closely with process planners and part designers to achieve

reasonable fixture design.

The schematic structure of the CIM system integrated with AFD was proposed by

Trappey and Liu 1988 [19]. In the structure, the AFD system can receive information

from the CAD database, the frxture component database, process plan, and cutting path

verification module, and send information to process plan and cutting path verification

module. This is the first picture which shows how AFD integrates with CIM systems. In

Pham's fixture design system [2], fixture planning, design and construction can exchange

information with part description and process plan. Hayashi et al. [18] proposed that CIM

should naturally.include fìxture CAD/CAM as its indispensable functions. They suggested

integrating the CIM system with information process activities such as fixture CAD and

CAM, product CAD and CAM, and with factory physical activities such as fixture

component machining, fixture assembly, product component machining and product

assembly. In this system fixture CAD (fixture design) can intel face with product CAD

(process planning) by two way information links. This is the first time frxture design has

been divided into fixture CAD and fixture CAM.

AFD and CAFD are playing a key role in the CIM system, and are among the least

solved challenges facing the unmanned CIM system today. The structure of the partial

CIM system integrated with CAFD/AFD is proposed as shown in Fig. 2.3.

1l



In this structure, the Computer Aided Fixture Design (CAFD) and the Computer

Aided Product Design (CAPD) mean that some design processes are at least automated in

some degree in CAD or CAD/CAM systems. It does not simply mean using commercial

CAD or CAD/CAM packages to make drawings instead of performing manual operations.

The CAFD/AFD system has to be able to extract information from CAPD/APD (part

drawings, specifications, etc.) and CAPP/APP, APP - Automatic Process Planning, (types

of machines used, sequence of operations, machining surfaces, cutting path, batch size,

tolerance etc.), and to forward information (non-standard component design information,

etc.) to CAPP/APP. It also has to be able to feed refinement information back to

CAPD/APD and CAPP/APP to achieve an optimum fixture design. In this structure,

Computer Aided Product Design (CAPD) and Automatic Product Design (APD) are also

proposed. To meet the requirements of flexible manufacturing systems, CIM systems, and

unmanned factories, automatic product design will become a key issue in the near future.

CAD CAM

+ Informationforwarding

-Þ 

Feedback for refinement

Figure 2.3 The structure of a partial CIM system integrated with CAFD/AFD.
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2.2.3 Overview of FDA

This section provides a brief overview of the progress of FDA in chronological

order. In 1982 David C. Berry presented the idea of using CAD/CAM systems to

automate fixture design. Two years later, in France, Ingrand and Latombe [20] developed

the SERF system, an expert system for AFD based on functional reasoning. In the same

year, in Hungary, Markus et al. [21] developed an expert system which could select fixture

components and generate a fixture automatically by using PROLOG. Even though these

two systems had limited ability, they were the first attempts at fixture design automation.

In 1985, another AFD expert system called the AIFIX system was developed by

Ferreira et al. l22l at Purdue University in the USA. AIFIX was the first fixture design

system to consider information related to process planning. The knowledge of an expert

system is represented by LISP with numerical analysis carried out by FORTRAN. In the

same year, the concept of automatically reconfigured fixturing (ARF), and kinematic

approach for automated fixture reconfìguration were introduced by Asada and By [23].

The first Computer Aided Fixturing System (CAFS) for AFD was proposed by

Bagchi and Lewis [24] at Ohio State University in the USA in 1986. They were the first to

suggest that one could automate the fixture design process by integrating CAM, CAPP,

CAE and Data Base Management.

In 1987 at Purdue University, Chou et al. [25] were the first to adapt a

mathematical approach to Automatic Configuration of Machining Fixtures for prismatic

parts instead of using an expert system or a rule-based system. This new method for AFD

opened up a path leading to fixture design automation.
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In 1988, Jiang et al.126l develoPed

Design (CAGFD) system applying Group

fixture assembly drawing, including its

generated by the CAGFD system.

a Computer Aided Group Technology Fixture

Technology and fuzzy concept. A complete

sub-assembly and component drawings, is

In 1989, Trappey and Liu [27] applied the Projective Spatial Occupancy

Enumeration (PSOE) approach to solve the representation of a general part and the fixture

elements for AFD. This allowed the object to be of any shape not just simple geometric

shapes. This AFD system was a subsystem of MetaDesigner which was also developed by

them at about the same time. It can interface with CAD/CAM within the MetaDesigner

system.

In 1990, E-CAFFS system, a rule-based expert system, was developed by Nnaji

and Alladin [28] as a result of comprehensive utilization of such tools as AI, Expert

System, CAD/CAM, GT, and Man-Machine Interface advanced technology. In the same

year, AUTOFIX was developed by Pham andLazaro 129,301through the integration of

AI, Expert System; CAD/CAM, and FEM. These two systems have become examples of

successes in Computer Aided Fixturing Design.

In 1991, MOFDEX system, computer integrated expert system for modular fixture

design, pricing and inventory control, was developed byLim et al. [31,32]. This system

has 14 models used for not only automatic fixture design but also fixture pricing and

inventory control. It is the first time that fixture design was integrated with cost and

inventory control. In the same year, several different aspects of research on automatic

frxture design have been studied. Lee and Cutkosþ [33] developed a fixture planning

model as a component of a computational system for concurrent fixturing and machining

plans. The analysis of friction for automated fixture planning has been studied and
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emphasized in their work. Friction limit surfaces between workpieces and clamps are used

as a formalism to predict the slipping motion and speci$r clamping forces. A dynamic

approach for fixture confrguration design was developed by Mittal et al. f34,351. This

approach has been used to evaluate the performance of a fixture before the fixture is really

built on the shop floor. The use of features for fìxture design was proposed by Dong et al.

[36]. The advantage of this approach is that the locating elements can be any shape.

2.3 Approaches of FDA

2.3.I Altechniques and expert systems

The majority of automated fixture design systems or programs, 14 of 22 systems,

use Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques to realize some or a full set of automatic

functions. SERF system and Markus' system were the very first AFD systems in fixture

design history to rnake use of the artificial intelligence techniques.

These systems can be grouped under a variety of headings. These are:

Expert System (ES) -- SERF (1984) [20], AIFIX (1985, 1988) 122,371, Nee's system

(1987) [38], Filippi's system (1990) [39], MOFDEX system (1991) [31,32];

Rule-Based Expert System (RBES) -- E-CAFFS (1988, 1990) 128,40f, Markus'

system (1984, 1988) l2l,4ll;
Knowledge-Based Expert System (KBES) -- HOLDEX (1986, 1987) 142,431;

Rule-Based System ßBS) -- Lazaro's system (1988) [44], PBFIXS system (1988)

[45], AFPS system (1988) 146,471;

Knowledge-Based System (KBS) -- IIGS system (1985) [8], Pham's system (1989)

[2]; and

Expert CAD System @CADS) -- AUTOFIX (1990) [48].
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Most of these systems have functions of automatic fixture configuration and automatic

fixture construction. Some of them also have automatic fixture verification' It has been

shown that application of AI to fixture design is an indispensable approach'

An expert system consists of a knowledge base (facts, rules, and databases), an

inference engine (control mechanism), and a user interface' The knowledge base contains

the actual expert's knowledge that is specific to the domain of application' It may be

represented in the form of IF-THEN rules, frames, networks, or objects' It also contains

facts about the domain, rules, database, and method for solving problems' The inference

engine is the control mechanism which drives the system to reach a conclusion by

manipulating the stored knowledge in the base. A user interface is for communication

between the human and the system in natural language' One of the best developed expert

system among the fourteen systems is the E-CAFFS, Expert Computer-Aided Flexible

Fixturing System, system. In the E-CAFFS system, a rule-based expert system is classified

into four functional engines:

1. The PROLOG Program

' the data base

o the rule base

' the main Program

" the inference engine

2. The External Data File (EDF)

3. The CATGEO (base-geometry) interface

4.TheCATIA(CAD/CAMsystem)Systemuserinterface

The pROLOG program was used as the source for accepting input- It utilizes the input

data to activate the necessary frxturing rules and gather fixturing information' This

information is forwarded to the geometry interface (CATGEO) of the CAD system
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through the External Date File (EDF). CATGEO is the base-geometry interlace of

CATIA-Computer-Graphics Aided Three-Dimensional Interactive Application-

(CAD/CAM) system. It creates solid models under program control in addition to creating

fixture confrguration and writing a TEXT list of fixture components when the system

passes through several CATGEO phases. The CATIA system user interface is provided

with alt the necessary information from CATGEO and outputs them on the computer

screen. Final fixture construction is completed by simple manual operations' The coding

system based on the Group Technology (GT) is used for moving fixture information

among the functional engines of the expert system. A block diagram of the expert system'

E-CAFFS, is shown inFig.2.4.

Figure 2.4 E-CAFFS: block diagram from Nnaji [30]

The "if-then" rules for representing knowledge are used in the E-CAFFS system' The

inference engine performs forward-chaining techniques from the top to the bottom within

the rule database. All frxturing information and fixturing rules are stored in the rule base'

When three input parameters, number of lateral sides, length of the lateral edge, and width

External Data File

CATGEO Phases

CATIA

Data Structure

Fixture AssemblY
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of the edge, of workpieces (polygonal prism) are supplied, the system automatically

creates the geometrical shape of the workpiece, fixturing points, clamping locations, and

writes a TEXT list of fixture components. This is visualized on the CAD screen- The final

fixture construction on the CAD screen is completed with a little intervention from the

user.

E-CAFFS system is a well-developed computer aided automatic modular fixture

design system. Three dimensional views of the workpiece completely fixtured and clamped

can be shown on the CAD screen. This system can not be used for fixturing workpieces

other than a regular polygonal prism because six pins are used as locators. This is the

result of applying 3.2.I locating principle even though developers said that it can fixture

possibly any shape i.e. cylinder.

2.3 .2 Mathematical approaches

Only two of 22 systems adopt mathematical approaches to automate fixture

design. These are Chou's system developed by Chou et al. 117,25,49f in 1987 and

Trappey's system developed by Trappey and Liu [50,51] in 1989.

A mathematical approach to automatic configuration of machining fixtures for

prismatic parts is developed by Chou et al. A conceptual framework for automatic design

of fixture is given by them. They divide the automatic fixture design process into fixture

planning, functional configuration, and fixture construction. Fixture planning includes

determining the number of fixtures needed, the type of fixtures, the orientation etc- Fixture

functional configuration includes laying out a set of locating and clamping points on

workpiece surfaces. Fixture construction includes the assembly of fixture components

together. A mathematical theory developed by them using screw theory and engineering
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mechanics to automate design of fixture configuration includes two parts: analysis and

synthesis. The analysis of fixtures includes the deterministic location, clamping stability,

and total restraint. The synthesis of fixtures includes the determination of locating and

clamping points on workpiece surfaces and the determination of clamping forces. A fixture

functional configuration is stated as a mathematical formula based on the approach of

workpiece equilibrium applying screw theory. The fixture configuration (the locating and

clamping points, and clanrping forces) can be generated automatically using state space

representation and a linear programming model. A program for automatic configuration of

fixture for prismatic parts was developed by them using LISP. The input is all feasible

frxturing areas on a workpiece with machining operations. The output is the locating and

clamping points and clamping forces in the form of characters list on the computer screen.

The user has to answer yes or no to each question for approval of the design.

Projective Spatial Occupancy Enumeration (PSOE) is another example of applying

mathematical approaches. PSOE is a numerical approach which has been developed by

Trappey and Liu for automatic fixture configuration. PSOE is the combination of

Projection and Spatial Occupancy Enumeration (SOE) ([4ortenson 1985 [52]). The

workpiece and fixture elements are projected on the working plane of the frxture base-

plate as a representational scheme to acquire knowledge about the fixture design. SOE (a

special case of cell decomposition) decomposes and represents an object as a set of cells

after the object is projected into 2-D. Elements of a matrix represent the resolved cells of a

workpiece or a modular fixture element. By manipulating the properties of elements in the

matrix, the fixture element types and their locations are generated automatically according

to heuristic algorithms derived by applying the PSOE approach. AFD implementation is

developed as a part of a computer-integrated design and planning shell which is called

MetaDesigner. MetaDesigner system is developed and implemented by using the Object-

Oriented Programming (Smalltalk) technique. The 2-D fixture configuration (PSOE view),
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the solid workpiece (3-D view), and the management module of design process are

separated on to one computer screen. The management module of design process is used

for implementing the AFD knowledge.

2.3.3 Kinematic and dynamic approaches

The kinematic approach achieved automated fixture planning mainly in terms of

the kinematic and geometric constraints. The kinematic approach for automated fixture

reconfrguration was developed by several researchers. Asada and By [23] in 1985

developed an Automatically Reconfigurable Fixturing (ARF) system through the kinematic

analysis and characterization of workpiece fixturing. The characteristics of workpiece

fixturing, such as the deterministic positioning, accessibility, detachability, bilateral

constrains, and total constraints are formulated as geometric constraints. The constraints

are structured in terms of a boundary Jacobian matrix and a frxture displacement. The

complete frxture element layout on a fixture base (magnetic chuck) is done by the robot

manipulator. The task of the loading and unloading of the workpiece on the fixture, and

the actuation of clamps are also done by the robot manipulator. The CAD system is linked

to the controller of the robot manipulator, and is not only used to analyze and design a

desirable fixture layout, but also used to generate the robòt motion commands for

implementing the layout.

Mani and Wilson 146,471 in 1988 used kinematic constraint synthesis for

automated design fixtures. This approach was developed by using the kinematics

formalism. In the formalism, lines of restraint represent individual contacts between

objects and stationary fixture elements. Sets of three lines of restraint are called

generalized triangles. The kinematic constraint in a 2-D plane is formed by different types

of the clockwise and the counter clockwise rotational and non-rotational triangles. The
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formalism is applicable to reasoning about the kinematic constraint. In this automated

fixture planning (layout) system, first, the user creates a workpiece cross-section from a

CAD solid model. Second, the edge rating of the cross-section used to guide the search

for best restraint sets is done by computer with some user inputs. Third, the stages,

constructions of triangles, restraint set generation, and layout and loading sequence, of

fixture planning are carried out under the OPS5 Production system. Finally, the alternative

fixture plans, the restraint sets, in a 2-D plane are automatically generated with the best

plan first.

Bausch and YouceÊToumi [53,54] in 1990 developed a kinematic method for

automated fixture reconfiguration planning, layout planning, setup planning, and assembly

planning. The kinematic method is mainly based on the concept of a motion stop defined

as a scalar quantity, which indicates the effectiveness of a specific point contact in the

prevention of a-specific motion. The motion stop value M is derived from a screw motion

equation. The concept of the motion stop is used for kinematic constraint analysis and

confïguration synthesis of a fìxture configuration. Automated reconfiguration planning for

sheet metal parts was implemented on CATIA under AIX. This method is only used for

simple 2-D and 3-D geometry like sheet metal parts.

A dynamic approach for fixture design of prismatic or box shaped workpieces was

developed by Mittal et al. 134,351. They developed a dynamic simulation model for a

fixture-workpiece system, fixture configuration system, which consists of six pins as

locators applied on three planes, and three clamps, one against each locating plane.

Assuming the points of contact between workpieces and locators, and between

workpieces and clamps, the deflection of those points is expressed as a function of the

load. The relationship between deflection and load is modeled by introducing a

Translational Spring-Damper-Actuator (TSDA) element for every contact point. A
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dynamic model contains workpiece, pseudo-body (which contacts with the workpiece at

one end in a planar joint), a TSDA element (connecting the pseudo-body to the fixture

body), and fixture body. This model expressed in the form of dynamic equations of motion

in a sparse matrix, and coded in computer by using the Dynamic Analysis and Design

System (DADS) software. Reaction forces at locators and clamps versus time are main

output results after running the system. It finds the minimum clamping force required,

evaluates the performance of a fixture, and evaluates various locating and clamping

alternatives so that the optimum design of fixture configuration is obtained.

2.3.4FF,l^ approach in AFD

The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) approach for optimizing position of supports

and for ensuring sufficient allocation of supporting points in AFD has been used by several

researchers. They were Daimon et al. [55] in Japan in 1985, Lee and Haynes [56] in the

USA in 1987, Menassa and DeVries [57], YouceÊToumi et al. [58,59] in the USA in

1988, and Pham andLazaro [48] in 1990.

Daimon et al applied Finite Element Method (FEluÐ to measure the dynamic

compliance of the thin-walled plate and box-like workpieces-fixture system in order to

decide whether or not additional supports are needed in fixture design.

Taking a cube and a ball as examples, a theoretical analysis of the fixturing system

using FEM was carried out by Lee and Haynes. To optimize design of a fixturing system

the deformation of the workpiece under the clamping force and the friction force between

the workpiece and the fixture element is considered in this analysis.
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YouceÊToumi et al. applied FEA to analyze and evaluate a given fixturing layout

based on analyzing stress distributions in the sheet metal parts so that an optimum ftxture

layout can be obtained.

Using the FEM and the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) optimization

algorithm, Menassa and DeVries developed an optimum method for selecting support

positions in fixture design. The optimization method contains two parts. The first part is to

determine the optimal position of the supports using BFGS optimization algorithm. The

second part is, using FEM, to evaluate the objective function by calculating deflections. In

order to move the original node generated to the point of the optimization solution,

remeshing of the workpiece is applied. The final fixture layout, three supports locations

for bottom surface of a part, is obtained with the minimization of the workpiece

deflections under loads.

An automatic fixture design system, called AUTOFIX with FEA as a part of

AUTOFIX system was developed by Pham and Lazaro FEA is used to calculate the

deflection of the fixtured workpiece and to determine the optimum position of supports.

The task of repositioning supports for forming fixture configuration is automatically done

by system according to the deflection analysis which is give by the FEA. The system can

have this special feature of FEA as a part of system resulting from utilizing I-Deas CAD

package (solid modeling and engineering analysis facilities).

2.3.5 Robotics application in AFD

Robotics application in AFD is mainly in automating assembly and disassembly of

fixtures, workpiece loading and unloading instead of manual operations. The integration of

CADiCAM system, reconfigurable fixturing systems, and an industrial robot are basic
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requirements for this application. Three systems, Asada's, MIT's, and AUTOFIX, are

examples of application of robotics techniques in AFD.

Asada and By [23] in 1985, developed an automatically reconfìgured fixture

system. Fixture element layout is designed by a CAD system which is linked to the

controller of the robot manipulator. According to the commands from the CAD system,

the robot manipulator not only lays out fixturing elements automatically, but also actuates

the clamping elements to fix the workpiece on the fixture.

An automated setup and reconfigurable fixturing system for sheet metal part was

developed by Youcef-Toumi et al. at MIT. In this system, FEA is used to achieve an

optimum fixturing layout. The reconfigurable fixture consists mainly of vertical support

fïxturing elements and a fixture base plate with T-slots. The reconfÏgurable fìxtures were

set automatically up on the fixture base plate by a robot nranipulator.

AUTOFIX: a task level robot programming system for automated fixturing was

developed by Weck and Weeks [60]. This system is used for horizontal fixturing. The

robot picks up fixtures from a fixture buffer and places them on the fixturing plate around

a workpiece. Then, the fixtures are fastened onto the fixturing plate so that the workpiece

is tightly secured between the fixtures. The fìxture layout, assembly, and disassembly are

automatically done by the robot.

2.3.6 Comprehensive approacli

The comprehensive approach is a technique which utilizes the advanced

technology of systems such as AI, Expert System, CAD, CADiCAM, Man-Machine

Interface, FEA CAPP, GT, and Robots in fixture design so that FDA can be fully
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realized. HOLDEX developed by Lim and Knight (1987), E-CAFFS developed by Nnaji

and Alladin (1990), AUTOFIX developed by Pham and Lazaro (1990), and MOFDEX

developed by Lim et al. (1991) are examples of adopting this approach.

In 1987, Lim and Knight developed HOLDEX by utilizing AI, CAD representation

schemes, Man-machine interface, and advanced manufacturing systems so that this system

has reasoning capability, visualization capability of final fìxture design and workpiece on a

CAD screen, and the ability to answer simple questions.

Nnaji andLazaro, in 1990, developed E-CAFFS system by using Expert system,

modular fixturing system, CAD/CAM system and Group Technology (GT) to achieve a

feasible frxture design and automation of design.

Pham and Lazaro, in 1990, developed AUTOFIX system by utilizing AI and I-

Deas (solid modeling and engineering analysis CAD package) to realize a graphical

presentation of the workpiece and the fìxture, and deflection analysis so that it can

optimize positions of supports by FEd and reduce skilled intervention.

In 1991, Lim et al. developed MOFDEX system for modular fixture design, pricing

and inventory control by using integration of knowledge-based and 3-D solid CAD

techniques with databases systems. In this expert system, fixture design, calculation of

cost for fixture, and inventory control are available as there are 14 main models created

within the system.

Besides previous methods applied, there are two other methods. Computer-Aided

Group Technology Fixture Design (CAGFD) system developed by Jiang et al. based on
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GT and furty concept. FIXS systems developed by Boerma and Kals [61] based on the

comparison of the relational tolerances of the workpiece.

From the automatic fixture design approaches applied, it is clearly seen that

various methods have been tried by researchers. So far, a feasible approach to automate

fixture design has not been found yet, but great progress has been made. Progress in areas

such as 3-D fixture configuration and assembly automation, which in some degree, can be

achieved on a computer screen for simple shape workpieces. E-CAFFS, Pham's

AUTOFIX, and MOFDEX systems are the successful examples of that. Among the

pervious methods used, the common ground is that AI technique and AI languages to

code program have been used by most researchers, even the mathematical approaches i.e.

Chou's system, LISP is used for coding the program. It is an important feature of the AFD

system that the system has the 3-D solid model representation of the workpiece and

fixtures. Among E-CAFFS, Pham's AUTOFIX, and MOFDEX systems, E-CAFFS and

MOFDEX systems used CATIA (CAD/CAM system) as solid model representations to

achieve this feature; AUTOFIX used I-Deas as solid model representations to achieve this

feature. Another feature of these systems is the use of a commercial modular fixture

design system when assembling the fixture on a computer screen.

2.4 A Survey of AFD Systems or Frograms

From reading 113 papers andT dissertations on the topic of fixture design, eighty-

two papers and five dissertations on fixture design automation have been selected and

studied during our research work. Based on these selected papers, twenty-two

AFD/CAFD systems have been summarized as shown in Table 2.1. As previously

mentioned, AFD/CAFD is in the developmental stage and the theory of AFD/CAFD has

not yet been established. The approaches of AFD are still under exploration. At this
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moment, providing overall information from different viewpoints would assist researchers

to find a solution. Table 2.1 covers all existing systems although some systems/programs

that are listed are in various stages of development. The table reflects the state-oÊthe-art

in fixture design automation. It contains a list of the majority of existing AFD

systems/programs and their characteristics such as automated fixture design approaches,

automated functions, workpiece shape, computer programming languages, interlace

possibilities, implementation, developers of the systems and so on. An "x-mark" in the

various columns of the table indicates the corresponding characteristics which are part of a

AFD system/program. The names of systems/programs appear in alphabetical order in the

table. No systems/programs are available commercially at the present time. For some

systems, complete information is not available from published papers. As a result a few

blanks had to be left.

Among these systems, Chou's system is a well-developed AFD system for

prismatic parts in automated fixture confìguration. E-CAFFS system is a well-developed

CAFD system in automated fixture configuration and construction which can be achieved

on a CAD screen. Most of the computer aided modular fixture design systems have the

function of achieving fixture configuration and construction on a CAD screen. The

weakness of these systems, however, is the lack of function in automatic reasoning when

they construct fixture configuration, and with little automation at present.
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1988
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2.5 F utune T'rends

From reviewing previous research work done on AFD, the future trends in

developing AFD have been described as following:

Ð The application of AI techniques and Expert systems to automatic fixture

design with 3D solid CAD representation techniques

iD 3D geometric reasoning techniques for fixture confltguration, and

presentation techniques for the whole AFD process

iiD The integration of AFD with other systems such as CAPPiAPP, CAPD/APD,

and database systems to realize sound design

i r) An increase in the use of feature design technique and group technology for

AFD

v) The development and exploitation of new locating principles for AFD.

The author is confident that research on AFD will increase, a theory of AFD will be

established, many new AFD systems will be designed, and some of them will become

commercial packages in the late 1990's.

2.6 Conclusion

The Automated Fixture Design (AFD) field has developed greatly since Berry first

discussed AFD using CAD/CAM system in 1982. Some approaches of AFD have been

exploited. However, AFD research is still in various stages of academic development with

about 22 AFD systems having been developed.
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The aim of this review is to update the information of FDA which includes the

historical progress of FD,\ various approaches of FDA used at present, the number of

systems developed and the characteristics of these systems. A second aim is to evoke

much more attention in AFD and gives enough information about AFD to allow

researchers to become involved in the subject more easily.
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CMAPTER.3

ÐE,F'{N{T'ION TF',& T'HXN-WAT,T-EÐ PART

3.tr Fnoblerns of the T'hi¡r-Walled Farts ir¡ Nlanufactuning

In manufacturing terminology, machined parts may be classified as rotational parts

or non-rotational parts. A rotational part has a symmetrical rotational axis of geometry.

Shaft, bush, tray and so on are examples of rotational parts. In contrast, a non-rotational

part does not have a symmetrical rotational axis of geometry. The prismatic part, plate,

box, and others are examples of non-rotational parts. This classification method is very

popular because it is easy to choose machining approaches for parts. For example, when it

is a rotational part (shaft), turning operations would be chosen for machining the shaft.

From a fixturing and machining point of view, the author introduces another parts

classification method. Parts may be classified into parts with or without thin walls based

on whether a part is deflected suffìciently to affect machining accuracy in manufacturing.

In machining thin-walled parts the manufacturing processes are very complicated and it is

difficult to obtain desired accuracy. The reason for their complexity is that thin-walled

parts must consider both machining process planning and fixture design. However, each of

these two aspects requires consideration by different engineering departments. Therefore,

this method of classification is particularly effective in the case of thin-walled parts.

The main problem with thin-walled parts in the machining state is elastic

deformations. Elastic deformations are mainly caused by the cutting force. The rigidity of

a part with thin walls is very poor. While a part is machined and cutting forces are applied

on the part, elastic deformation of the part occurs. The part was designed by designers
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who are in charge of the product design. Thus, tool designers and process planners may

not change directly the size of the part in order to increase the rigidity of parts. It is

possible to reduce cutting force, optimize the cutting process and use the appropriate

supporting techniques of the fixture to reduce elastic deformations. The problem for

engineers is that there is not any theory for machining thin-walled parts to be followed.

Engineers do not know whether or not it is a thin-walled part and when supports are

needed in manufacturing. Whether or not it is a thin-walled part is judged based on their

experience in manufacturing. Therefore, over-supports and lack of supports occur in

manufacturing.

3.2 Ðefinitior¡ of Fants with Thin Walls

There are several definitions for thin-walled elements. Fitzgerald [64] gave a guide

to differentiating between thin-walled and thick-walled cylinders based on the assumption

that the stress distribution is uniform throughout the thickness of the walls. The theory of

thin-walled cylinders and spheres is based on this assumption. A ratio of wall thickness to

diameter of about 1/10 represents a convenient dividing line between thin-walled cylinders

and thick-walled cylinders. To meet different requirements of an approximate theory of the

plate bending, Yang [65] gave a guide to differentiating among super-thin plates, thin

plates and thick plates. The b is the shorter length of two edges in the plate. The h is the

thickness of the plate. The approximate definition is given as follows:

The thin plate is defined as:

The super-thin plate is defrned as :

The thick plate is defined as :

The theory of thin plates with small

(1/1oo)<h/b<(1/s).

h/b < (1/1oo).

h/b > (1/s).

deflection (Timoshenko) is used by Yang, who points

out some limitations of the theory. Maximum deflection is represented in his book by w.

The thickness of the plates is h. The shorter length of two edges is b. Then, when the ratio
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w I h:7110 - Il5, or w / b < 1/50, it may be considered that deflections are within the

theory of thin plates with small deflection.

The above definitions of thin-walled members are suitable for their discussed topic,

however, none of them can be applied directly to our study range. A definition of parts

with thin walls is given by the author based on whether or not a part is deflected

sufficiently to affect machining accuracy in manufacturing.

A part with thin walls is broadly defined as one where elastic deformation of the

walls is larger than or equal to allowed tolerance of the walls. If we use D to represent

elastic deformation of a part, and T to represent the allowed machining tolerance of the

part, this relationship can be expressed as follows:

D>T.

By knowing the deflection and tolerances of a part it is possible to identify whether or not

it is a thin-walled part.

This definition is important:

' when the support of the parts is needed

' in developing a better theory for fixture design

' for supplying optimum machining process parameters

3.3 The Analysis of a Fart with a Thin Wall frorn a Machining and FixtunÍng Foint

of View

In this section, an example of the analysis of a part with a thin wall will be

presented by using the finite element method from a machining and fixturing point of view.

Figure 3.1 shows a thin-walled part which is to be machined. The bold line represents

machined faces of the part. The thin wall of the part in the FEA force model may be
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considered as a thin plate with one fixed edge and three free edges. Figure 3.2 shows a

model of finite element calculation. The cutting force in the end milling-peripheral will be

assumed to be a uniformly distributed force which is equivalent in this case to a uniformly

distributed concentrated load applied on eight nodes in the y direction. The cutting

process will be assumed to be one cut with the cutter moving from X : 0 to X: 80 mm

(length of part) and cutting force along the y direction will be assumed as 30 N (6.75 lb.).

Therefore, the force on each node will be3.75 N (0.843 lb.).

3 nm (thic*rcsr)

80 mm Qcngth)

4O mm (night)

Fig. 3.1 A part with a thin wall.

(E:72 GPa, v:0.32, G:27 GPa)

Fig. 3.2 A model of finite element calculation.

Figure 3.3 shows results of calculations considering cutting forces only in the y direction

applied on the part. Without any support, the maximum displacement of the part toward

direction Y occurs at the corner of the free edges (0.05095 mm), and the minimum

displacement occurs at the middle of the top free edge (0.02414 mm). According to our

definition of a thin-walled part, a part with a thickness tolerance of 0.06 mm (IT11) and a

flatness tolerance of 0.03 mm is not a thin-walled part. This means that we do not need to

provide any support, reduce cutting force or change any cutting process, even though it is

a thin member [h:3, b:40; (1/100) < h/b < (1/5)].according to Yang's definition of thin

plates. If the thickness tolerance of the thin wall is 0.01 mm (IT7) or flatness tolerance is
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0.01 mm, then it is a thin-walled part. In this case, to guarantee the required accuracy of

the part thin wall supporting techniques have to be used or the cutting force must be

reduced by lowering cutting depth or changing the cutting process From figure 3.3 it is

clearly seen that the use of two optimum point supports will reduce the displacement to

within the required accuracy range. Otherwise, accuracy is still beyond tolerance range.

E 0-6

E o.o5

Ë 0.04

I o.o¡

E 0.r2

f o.or

Ëo 01020304050@7080
[Ængth ofvall [nøn]

1-no support, 2-comer supports, 3-optimum supports I at point A" 2 at point B.

Fig. 3.3 Displacement vs. length Fig. 3.4 Displacement vs. support position

The approach of determining optimum supporting points was used as follows. The

calculation results under our hypothesis conditions have shown that maximum deflection

under load occurs at left hand and right hand side sections (X:0, X:L) and minimum at

the middle. Due to the symmetry of the thin wall, the left hand side section and the middle

section have been examined. The rigidity of the thin wall near the fixed edge is obviously

higher than the rigidity of thin wall near free edge. Maximum deflection is more likely to

occur in the free edge section. Therefore, two supports are moved from two corners to the

middle of the top free edge to look for optimum supporting points. The vertical

displacement of the corner point A and the displacement of middle point B of the top edge

have been obtained as shown inFigure 3.4. The intersections of two curves are optimum

support points, along the X axis, which is located Ll.l22 mm away from the side edge.

Therefore, the ratio constant for optimum supporting points along the X axis is 0.139

0.05

Ë o.o4
c)
ts = o.o¡
91 tr
Gl E nm
É¡i
U)'Ã 0.01

0
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obtained by dividing lI.L22 by 80. The optimum supporting point X away from the side

edge is formulated as follows:

X: c¿ L where L is the length of thin wall, and c¿ is a ratio constant which is equal

to 0.139; or X : 0.139 L.

This time the length X is fixed on optimum supporting points determined

previously. Optimum supporting points along the Z direction will be found by moving

supports from the top edge of the thin wall to the bottom along direction Z. The curves

represent the displacements toward direction Y as shown in Figure 3.5. The optimum

support position is selected such that it corresponds to the curve with the smaller overall

displacement (e.g. curve 2inFig.3.5) and to the point of minimurn local displacement. If

the selected curve has two equal minima, the optimum point is chosen so that it

corresponds to a smaller displacement on the other curve (curve 1). The optimum

supporting points are located 5 mm away from the top edge. The optimum supporting

pointZ away from top edge along direction Z is found as follows:

Z : þ H where H is height of thin wall, and B is a ratio constant which is 0.125; or

Z: 0.125 H.

-@- 
I (st point A) -----o-2 (at point B)

q)

q)
(J
õú

Þ.
U)

10 t5 20 25 30 35

Fosition of support [mm]

Fig. 3.5 Displacement vs. support position.
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4.n {ntroduction

A thin wall of the part is considered in this research as a rectangular plate. In

general, a thin wall of the part has six possible positions in a three-dimensional space

coordinate shown in Figure 4.1.

a) Wall in y-z plane, x=0 b) Wall in y-z plane, x=a.

d) Wall in x-z plane, 5b. e) Wall in x-y plane, z=0. f) Wall in x-y plane, z=c.

Fig. 4.1 Six possible positions of a thin wall in a 3-D space coordinate

When machining a horizontal thin wall in milling, full support is used by means of machine

tool tables or special supporting elements. Hence, a vertical thin wall is mainly concerned

in thin wall problem. The five types of the boundary condition of a vertical thin wall can be

considered as shown inFiglre 4.2.

I

I

I

I

c) Wall in x-z plane, y=0.
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D
a) One lixed edge. b) 2 adjcient fixed edges. c) 2 oppsite fixed edges. d) Three fixed edges. l) Four fixed edges.

Fig. 4.2 The boundary conditions of a thin wall.

Usually, a thin wall with four fixed edges is machined by end milling. This condition, with

the wall lying horizontally on the machine tool table we do not need to consider any

special support issue for this. Therefore, our research scope is on vertical walls with four

different types of boundary conditions which are as follows:

ø one fixed edge and three free edges

ø two adjacent fixed edges and two adjacent free edges

' two opposite fixed edges and two opposite free edges

' three fixed edges and one free edge

Above four types of thin walls are models of parts with'thin walls. To determine

whether or not a part is a thin-walled part, deformation of the thin wall must be calculated.

The elastic deformation can be divided into static elastic deformation and dynamic elastic

deformation. The problem of dynarnic elastic deformation is complicated and related to

mechanical vibrations. It is diffïcult to start research on dynamic elastic deformations

without any knowledge about static elastic deformation. Therefore, the research focus is

on the problem of static linear elastic deformation with an improvement to dynamic.

Present approaches used for calculating static linear elastic deformation are:

. Finite Element Method (FEM)

e analytical approach

' experimentalapproach
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FEM can be used for calculating deformation of all thin wall models and the

accuracy of the calculation result is close to the anal¡ic result. However, either writing a

program using FEM or using a coffImercial package of FEM (ANSYS program) to

calculate deformation takes much tìme to learn and to do. This may cause longer lead-time

in manufacturing. Another disadvantage is too much repeat work done by user. The

reason for this is those different sizes of the thin wall or different boundary conditions of

the thin wall or different cutting forces (direction and quantity) require reprogramming

every time when using commercial package of FEM (ANSYS program).

The anal¡ic approach includes using existing formulas for calculating deformation

and deriving new formulas for calculating deformation according to plate theory. The

advantage of this approach is that deformation of any location of the wall can be expressed

and calculated by a formula. At the present, no existing anal¡ic formula can be used for

calculating our thin wall models. On the other hand, it is not easy to derive new formulas

even for researchers who are major in studying plate and shell problems are still hard.

They might or might not find one. If they got one, it would be tedious formulas and has

some limitations which might not get a correct answer of required location.

Experimental approach can be used to prove analytic solutions, and can also be

used for getting approximate empirical equations when it is impossible to get analytic

solutions. No existing empirical formulas can be used for calculating thin wall models. If

using an experimental approach to get empirical formulas which are five formulas, four

factors, and fïve data for each factor, it has to do, at least, one hundred experiments. It

also takes too much time to do these experiments, and money to set up these experiments.

In view of the above-mentioned advantages and disadvantages of approaches, the

author proposes a new approach called calculation-experiment approach. This approach
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makes use of an experimental approach in creating empirical formulas, and FEM in

acquiring data from calculation results of FEM to create 'empirical' formulas. The

advantages of this method are:

, bring the existing advanced technology into full play

' reduce cost of the experiment and shorten the period of creating formulas

' the form of formula is simple, and the accuracy of formula is close to anaþic solution

" formulas are easier to use than FEM

' formulas can be easily stored in any Expert system and CAD/CAM systems

4.2 Models of Calculating the Ðeformation

It is important to know where the maximum deformation at most cutting locations

occurs on a thin wall before the thin wall is machined. If deformation of the wall is larger

than or equal to allowed tolerance of the wall, it is a thin-walled part (according to our

definition), and a proper support configuration must be chosen in order to guarantee

machining accuracy of the wall within the required tolerance. Five models and associated

formulas of configurations for calculating deformation of four types thin walls show as

follows. These formulas are derived from calculation results of the ANSYS program using

calculation-experiment approach. The term validity is used here to mean that results from

the formula are within 10 Yo of the FE calculation. The details of derivation follow in

section 4.3.
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Model n. Calculating neaxirn¡.lm deformatíon on the connen Á' f'on one fixed edge.

The formula for model I is shown as follow:

p = o.gsg 
f 'H3^2 [*r]
E.TJ

4-r

Where D represents displacement of wall at the corner d E represents modulus of

elasticity p/mm21, f is the cutting force, H is the height of wall, and T is the thickness of

wall. This formula is valid when L over H is larger than or equal to 2. Figure 4.3 shows

model 1.

FI - Height of wall [mm]
T - Thickness of wall [mm]
L - Length of rvall [mm]

A - Point of claculated displacement

f - Uniformly distributed force [N/rnm]

Figure 4.3 Model I
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Model 2. Ca[culating xnaximurn defonmatiora in the r¡liddle ts along top edge fon one

I'ixed edge.

The formula for model 2 is shown as follow:

18

r .¡f '7 .qL
Imm] 4-2D = 0.056

E.T3

Where D represents displacement of wall in the middle B, E represents modulus of

elasticity ¡N/*-21, f is the cutting force, H is the height of wall, L is the length of wall,

and T is the thickness of wall. This formula is valid when L over H is larger than or equal

to 2. Figure 4.4 shows model 2.

H - Height of wall [mm]
T - Thickness of wall [mm]
L - Length of wall [mm]

B - Point of claculated displacement

f - Uniformly distributed force [N/mm]

Figure 4.4Model2
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Model 3. Calculatíng maxírnum deformation or¡ the co¡'ner.4. f'on two adjacerat lixed

edges.

The formula for model 3 is shown as follow:

f .H2'3
D = 26.93* [mm]

E.TJ
4-3

Where D represents displacement of wall at the corner A" E represents modulus of

elasticity ¡N/m-21, f is the cutting force, H is the height of wall, and T is the thickness of

wall. This formula is valid when L over H is larger than or equal to 2.Figure 4.5 shows

model3.

Cutting direction

-@Þ

A

FI - Ileight of wall [mm]

T - Thickness of rvall [mm]
L - Length of wall [mm]

A - Point of claculated displacement

f - Uniformly distributed force [N/mm]

Figure 4.5 Model3
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&{ode[ 4. Calculating rnaximurn deformatiorn in

three fixed edges.

The formula for model 4 is shown as follow:

the xniddle E along to¡r edge fon

o _ o ,, r. (r 
_ 211- o.o3L ) 

¡n.,n-,1

T
4-4

Where D represents displacement of wall in the middle B, E represents modulus of

elasticity ¡N/mm21, f is the cutting force, L is the length of wall, and T is the thickness of

wall. This formula is valid when L over H is larger than or equal to 2, and L is larger than

46.7 mm. Figure 4.6 shows model4.

H - Ileight of wall [mm]
T -'Ihickncss of wall [mm]
L - Length of rvall [mm]

B - Point of claculatccl displacement

f - Uniformly distributed force [N/mm]

Figure 4.6 Model4

Cutting direction
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Mode[ 5. Calcunating maxirnum

opposite fixed edges.

deforrnation in the rniddle ts along top edge for two

The formula for model 5 is shown as follow:

D = o.o6ru, 
t4 

¡,n-1
E.TJ

4-5

Where D represents displacement of wall in the middle

elasticity [N/mm2], f is the cutting force, L is the lenglh

wall. Figure 4.7 shows model 5.

iJ - I{eight of wall [mm]
T - Thickness of wall [mrn]
L - Length of wall [mm]

B, and E represents modulus

of wall, and T is the thickness

of

of

B - Point of claculated displacement

f - Uniformly distributed force [N/mm]

Figure 4.7 Model 5
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4"3 T'he Approach fon llerivation of the Formulas

The approach (calculation-experiment approach) to get the above formulas is as

follows. First, based on simulating the machining state all models of finite element

calculation are created in the ANSYS program (a commercial package of FEM). Second,

all data are gained from running the ANSYS program. Third, all relations between

deformation and each factor are depicted by figures using the Microsoft Excel spread

sheet for Windows. Fourth, the relation between deformation and each factor can be

found by curve fitting. Sixth, a common formula is created by combining all individual

formulas into one, and used for making curve fitting for all of them by means of adjusting

tlie coefficient of the formula.

Let us use model I as an example to describe the above procedure. Model I is for

calculating displacement at point A (the corner of the free edge). The displacement of the

thin wall is a function of the cutting force, length of the wall, height of the wall, and

thickness of the wall. The task is to find those relations. Figure 4.8 shows a thin-walled

part which is to be machined. The bold line represents machined faces of the part. The thin

wall of the part in the FEA force model may be considered as a thin plate with one fixed

edge and three free edges. Figure 4.9 shows a model of finite element calculation for the

length as 80 mm, the height as 40 mm, thickness as 3 mm, and total cutting force as 30 N

(6.75 lb.). The cutting force in the end milling-peripheral will be assumed to be a uniformly

distributed force which is equivalent in this case to a uniformly distributed concentrated

load applied on eight nodes in the y direction. The cutting process will be assumed to be

one cut with the cutter moving from X : 0 to X : 80 mm (length of the part) and the

cutting force along the y direction will be assumed as 30 N. Therefore, the force on each

node will be3.75 N (0.843 Ib.).
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Elcme¡rt

Fig. 4.8 A part with a thin wall.

(E:72 GPa, v:0.32, G:27 GPa)

Fig. 4.9 A model of frnite element calculation.

When we change height of the wall there is a problem which is how forces apply

on the wall. There are three \¡/ays. One is that same amount of force is used, and divided

by height. This rmay reduce total amount of force on each node as height increased. It is

not the real cutting situation. Second is that the same amount of iorce is used and the size

(cutting width) for force applied on is also fixed. This means that force is applied on eight

nodes (40 mm height) and total amount of force is 30 Newton. This is correct for certain

cutting ranges, but it limits the formula to the one cutting width. Third is that the same

amount of force per height is used. That means we fix cutting force per length. This may

cause increasing total amount of force as height increased. However, the total amount of

cutting force is, in practical manufacturing, increased as the cutting width is increased.

Last method is correct, frts really cutting cases, and is the worst machining case for thin

walls which is consistent with our assumption of one cut. Hence, the last method is used in

this research.

After running the ANSYS program, the displacement along the top free edge can

be obtained and drawn as shown in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.10 shows the results of

calculations which are displacement versus the length of the thin wall. From figure 4.10
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we know the maximum deformation of the thin wall occurs at the corner of the free edge.

Without any support, the maximum displacement occurred at point A is 0.05095 mm, and

maximum displacement occurred at point B is 0.02414 mm'

0.6
E o.os
E
:. 0.04

I 0.03

U o.a

E o.or
âo

01020304050601080
I-ength of wall [mm]

Fig. 4.10 Displacement of a thin wall

To find the relation between displacement and forces, we only vary the forces at

each time of calculation, and all the other factors are fixed. The length is fixed to 80 mm,

height is fixed to 40 mm, and thickness is fìxed to 3 mm. After running the ANSYS

program, a group of data which are delormation of the wall versus forces will be gained

by changing the amount of forces as follows:

Force [N/mm] Deformation [mm]

0.5 0.03397

0.7 5 0.05095

I 0.06793

1.5 0.1019

2 0.1359
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To find relation between defonnation and thickness of the wall, we fix the force as

3O N (0.75 N/mm), the length as 80 mm, and height as 40 mm, and only change thickness

of the wall. Data of the maximum deformation on the corner A will be obtained as follows:

To find relation between deformation and height of the wall, we fix thickness of

the wall as 3 mm, length of the wall as 80 mm, and force as 30 Newton (0.75 N/mm), and

only vary height of the wall. The maximum deformation on the corner A will be obtained

as follows:

Thickness [mm]

2

J

4

6

I

Height [mm]

30

40

60

80

100

Deformation [mm]

0.1699

0.0s095

0.0218

0.006616

0 002932

Deformation [mm]

0.02256

0.05095

0.171 I

0.4345

0 9375

To find relation between deformation and length of the wall, we fix the amount of

force as 30 N (0.75 N/mm), height as 40 mm, and thickness as 3 mm, and only change

length of the wall. The maximum deformation on the corner A will be obtained as follows:
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Length [mm]

40

80

120

160

200

Deformation [mm]

0.0589944

0.05095

0.050657

0.050651

0.05065

Based on above data diagrams Figure 4.lI can be drawn using Microsoft Excel for

Windows as follows

t)
q)
(J
GI

Or
v)

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

o
5

Thickness of wall [mm]

1

E o.s
U

Ë o.o
q)

õ 0.4
CJ
GI

ç. O.2
t¡)

0

0 20 40 60 80 100

Fleight of wall [mm]

0.1

É 0.08

Ë o.ooq)

õ 0.04
I

É o.o2
v)

å0
0 100 200

Length of wall [mm]

Fig. 4.1l Four variables of model I versus displacement.

0.2

'ã o.rs

Ë 0.1
0.)
(,)s 0.05Ê
,2Ê0
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Using the formula function in Excel a group of data for each curve can be created,

and each curve for fitting existed datum can be created by see-and-try (try by inspection),

and adjusting the coefficient. For example, the relation between deformation and force is

linear direct proportion by inspection. Therefore, a linear equation is used to fit this line by

adjusting the coefficient. To make the formula simple \¡/e use basic elementary function in

curve fitting. This may make the formulas have some physical meaning. There are several

methods of curve fitting. The motivation of using Excel is that we want to see how Excel

works in curve fitting. It was found that Excel for curve fitting is very good for a few

factors and basic elementary functions. The advantages of this method are:

@ can see not only data fitting but also curve fitting at same time when we make

curve fitting, and

s cân also handle more than tliree variables at once.

Through curve fitting fbr each of above curves, it is found that force is linear direct

ratio to deformation, thickness is inversely proportional to deformation and cubic curve,

heightversus displacement is 3.2 order curve, and lengthversus displacement is a straight

line when length over height (L/H) is larger than or equal to 2. Difference between LIH:I

andL/H: 2 is 0.008 mm. The relative error for a length of 60 mm is around 7 %o. When

the length of the wall is less than 80 mm, it is too short to merit consideration of the

support problem from machining sense. Changing the height of the wall does not change

the pattern for the length versus displacernent. Figure 4.12 shows displacement versus

ratio (length over height). In this figure it is found that the ratio versus displacement is a

straight line for different height of the wall when the length over the height is larger than

or equal to 2. Therefore, the length factor will not be considered in the formula. Figure

4.13 shows curve fitting and data on the left side of each fìgure. In the figure, square

points represent data obtained from the ANSYS program, and lines and curves represent

curve fitting by the'empirical' formula.
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H :60 mm0.2

Ets 0-15

P o.r
q)
(J

s
.f, o.os

H =40 mm

_*L.

Fig. 4.12 Ratio versus displacement for different height.
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a) Vary forces f
L: 80 mrn, H :40 mrn, and T:3 mm.

Force f
IN/mm]

Displacement Imm]
ANSYS Iritting

0 0 0

0.5 0.03397 0.034

0.75 0.05095 0.051

1 0.ffi793 0.68
1.5 0.1019 0.ta
2 0.1359 0.136

D:0.068 f
b) Vary thickness T

L: B0 mrn- H = 40 mm, and f = 0.75 N/mm.

Thickness

Irnrn]

Displacement [rnrn]

ANSYS Fitting

2 0.1699 0.i7
Jr 0.0s095 0.05037

4 0.û218 0.@125

6 0.ffi616 0.m6296

8 0.w2932 0.m2656

n _ 1.36

T'
c) Vary height H

L:80 mm. T = 3 mm, and f :0.75 N/rnm.
Heþht H

tmml

Displacement [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

30 0.v2256 0.019937

40 0.0s095 0.050057

60 0.171i 0.183213

80 0.4345 0.460æ2

100 0.9375 0.939M6

D = 0.000000374'H32

d) Vary þngth L
H :40 mrn- T = 3 mnL and f = 0.75 N/mm.= J tfllì-ì. ano I =

Iængth L
Irnrn]

Displacement Imm]
ANSYS Fitting

40 0.058944

80 0.0s095

t20 0.050657

160 0.050651

2æ 0.05065

ã1
E o.s

Ë o.u

E o.o

ä o't

i5o
20 40 60 80 100

Height of wall [mm]

F= 0.1

!, o.os

tr 0.06
o)

ã o.o¿
o
f o.oz
tn;Ã0

0 50 100 150 200

Length of wall [mm]

Fig. 4.13 Curve fÏtting for finding function relations

g
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U)
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o.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
00.5 11.52

Force [N/mm]

!

o)

o)()
d
È
U'

Ê

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
246

Thickness of wall [mm]
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According to function relations we obtained, an equation for calculating deformation can

be expressed by force, thickness, and height as follows:

7..2

D=çf'H='
TJ

Where D represents deformation of the thin wall, C represents coeffrcient, f represents the

cutting force, H represents height of wall, and T represents thickness of wall.

This formula is used to fit each curve except for the last one by adjusting the coefficient C

shown as following Figure 4.14.

a) Vary forces f
L :80 mm, H :40 mm, & T :3 mm.

Force f
IN/mm]

Displacement [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0 0 0

0.5 0.03397 0.032965

0.75 0.05æ5 0.M9447

1 0.M793 0.06s93

1.5 0.1019 0.0988%
) 0.1359 0.131859

b) Vary thickness T
L :80 mm, H :40 mm, & f :0.75 N/mm

Thickness

lmml

Displacement Imm]
ANSYS Fitting

0
') 0.i699 0.1668M

3 0.05095 0.a9447
4 0.0218 0.920861

6 0.M616 0.m6181

I 0.w2932 0.002608

0.2

E o.rsH

P 0.1
q)
(J
lÈ nn<

.2êo
00.5 11.52

Force [*{/mm]

0.2

E o.t5

Ë 0.1
0,)I

å o.os
.2
â

0

02468
Thickness of wall [mm]
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c) Vary heightH

L :80 mm, T :3 mm, &. f :0.75 N/mm.

Heþht H

lmml

Displacement Imm]
ANSYS Fitting

0

30 0.a2256 0.019694

40 0.05æ5 0.v9447
60 0.i711 0.180981

80 0.4345 0.454399

1m 0.9375 0.928W2

d) Vary bngth L
H :40 mm, T =3 mm, &. f :035 N/mm.

tængth L
lmml

Displacement [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0

40 0.058944

80 0.0s095

t20 0.05ffi57

160 0.05ffi51

2W 0.05065

L

E o.s
U

Ë 0.6
q)

g 0.4
g
.l 0.2

0

o 20 40 60 80 100

Height of wall [mm]

0.1

E 0.08

Ë o.oo
c)

$ o.o+
s
.* 0.02

0

50 100 150

n-ength of wall [mm]

I
I

rvalid I
,1t

ß\¡--{!:1------Hr----¡
:.I

t'l/l

,¿
,/l

o=Cf'H-"
T,

Fig.. 4.14 Curve fitting for proving equation and getting coeffrcient.

The coefficient is found, and is equal to 0.0000133. When we use Co as coefücient, Co is

equal to C times E Young's modulus (72000 N/mm'?). Then, Co is equal to 0.958. The

equation will become as follows

D=co tÉ: or
E.T3

s 'ç13'2D = o e58Ë,
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This equation is used for calculating displacement for model 1--one fixed edge and three

free edges (displacement occurred on the corner of free edge). If the length over height of

the wall is larger than 1.5 and less than2, the relative error is around 7 %o as the length is

considered as constant. If the length over height of wall is larger than or equal to 2,the

relative error is around O.6Yo as the length is considered as constant. The unit for each

parameter is:

D (displacement) is mm,

f (force) is Newton/mm,

H (height) is mm,

T (thickness) is mm, and

E (modulus of elasticity) is 72000 Newton / mmz.

Relative tolerance between this 'experiential'formula and data obtained from the ANSYS

program is under TO yo. The data and figures of curve fitting for other models are shown

in appendix A.

4.4 Evaluation of the Cutting F'orce

To calculate the displacement, the cutting force has to be determined. As no

formulas are available for calculating the cutting force, a rough estimate for the cutting

force in case of a vertical milling cutter are made as follows.

Generally speaking, machinists in the workshop use the machining datum given by

Machining Data Handbook [66] when they select machining datum. Process planners also

select machining datum from the Machining Data Handbook when they make process

planning. Obviously, if the fonnula of cutting forces is derived from known formulas given

by the Machining Data Handbook, it would be close to real machining situations in
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manufacturing. Therefore, the method of obtaining an estimate for the machining force in

case of a vertical milling cutter is to derive a formula from known formulas given by the

Machining Data Handbook.

From determining forces in machining of the Machining Data Handbook, the

po\¡ier at the spindle, kWs, is expressed as follows:

F .V
kw_ = 4^=9 ttwls 60000

4-6

where F" is the cutting force [N], and V" is the cutting speed [m / min]'

AIso,

kW = P.Q [kw]

where P is the unit power consumption [kWcm3/min], and Q is the metal removal rate

¡cm3/min1. The metal removal rate can be expressed as follows:

Q=
w.d.f,.n.rpm

¡cm3/min1
1000

where w is the width of cut along axis of the milling cutter [mm], d is the depth of cut

along the radius of the milling cutter, f¡ is the feed [mm/tooth], n is the number of teeth in

cutter, and rpm is the revolutions per minute of the cutter.

4-7

4-8

Combining formulas 4-6 and 4-7
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P'Q=
Fc'v"
60000

then

Fc= P-Q-60000

Substitute for Q using formula 4-8,

4-9

F.{l 4-10
vc

60.P.w.d.f,.n'rpmt
L 

--cv
c

tNl 4-tl

1000.v
We know rpm = - ---q where Vc

ft'D-

represents diameter of milling cutter [mm].

have

6oooo.P.w.d.fr.n

represents cutting speed [m/min], and D-

Substitute for rpm using above formula, we

4-12E
l-

c tNlft'D^

This is the formula for calculating the total cutting force for the end milling. The unit for

the parameters in this formula is as follows.

F"--total cutting force [N],

P--unit power consumption [kWcm3/ rnin1,
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l¡/--width of cut along axis of the cutter [mm],

d--depth of cut along radius of the cutter [mm],

f1--feed [mm/tooth],

n--number of teeth in cutter,

D---diameter of milling cutter [mm].

Corresponding to the part material (aluminum alloys), a value for the unit power

consumption P can be obtained from the values tabulated in the Machining Data

Handbook as 0.018 kWcm3/min for dull tool. Due to the end milling operation, the wall

is subjected to a feed force F¡ and a radius force F, which causes the elastic deformation

of the thin wall. The magnitudes of the radius force F. can be calculated from the

magnitude of the cutting force F, by using the relationship F.:0.5 (Fc) recommended in

Reference [67]. Therefore, the radius force magnitude is expressed as follows:

Fr:0.5 (Fc) [N] 4-13

or

30000.P . w . d 'f. . n

f-t'Ilfi'D.
4-14

The formula 4-I4

peripheral.

is the formula of calculating the radius cutting force for the end milling-
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CX{ÅPTER.5

PR.TNCNP{,ES OF' SUPPTR.T' COFIF'NGUR,ATTONS F'OT{ THTN-WALT'EÐ P'AR'TS

5.1 I¡rtnoductio¡¡

To insure machining precision and productivity, in machining thin-walled parts,

engineers have not only to consider using a fixture for holding and locating parts, but also

to consider using supplementary supports for minimizing the deflection of the thin wall.

The principles of a fixture design have been developed since the first book on fixtures,

entitled "Jigs and Fixtures," was written by Collvin and Hass in 1913 [11]. However,

supplementary supporting techniques in fixture design have not yet been considered'

There are no theories or rules in support design to be followed for machining of

thin-walled parts. In manufacturing, determination of a technique is a critical task of the

fixture design for parts with thin walls. While engineers design a fixture, they have to

answer questions such as, when supports are needed, how supports are applied on a part,

and what supports are used. Therefore, developing supporting techniques is important in

fixture design for parts with thin walls.

A definition of supporting technique is given by the author as follows:

Supporting techniques are techniques which are used to reduce displacement of the

part by adopting different kinds of support elements, different supporting schemes and

configurations. They are based on the requirements of the amount of displacement to be

reduced, production quantity of machined part, characteristic of configuration of machined

thin-walled parts, and the conditions around the thin walls of the part.
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On the basis of the size and shape of the support element, supports may be

classified into four types of supports in manufacturing. They are full or identical shape

support, partial support, edge or line support, and point support. Figure 5.1 shows four

types of supports. In this figure, it is assumed that the part is fixed using other surfaces'

The bold line represents machined faces of the part.

Thin wall support

d) Point support

Fig. 5. I Four types of supports in manufacturing.

The advantage of full or identical shape supports is that the displacement will be reduced

to a minimum and the machined surface wilt be the intended surface shape. The

disadvantage of full or identical shape supports is the high cost of machining special

Full support Partial support

a) Full or identical shape suPPort b) partial support

l,/ |ft
.'Ll-
I lt
t,L.

i/

Thin wall Line/edge support

c) Line or edge support
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supports. Partial supports and edge or line support have the same disadvantage as full

supports to a lesser extent. The advantages of point supports can use standard and

commercial support elements (adjustable knurled screw). Another advantage of point

supports is the flexibility. Different flatness of the wall can be obtained by using different

numbers of supporting points on different positions. There are three primary methods of

locating and supporting a part: solid supports, adjustable supports, and equalizing

supports. These locators and supports set the vertical position of the part, support the

part, and prevent distortion during the machining operation. Ilowever, to resist bending ol

the wall, supplementary supports for supporting the thin vertical wall have different design

requirements than the supports used to support the bottom of a part. The supplementary

supports for vertical thin walls must be adjustable, in order to allow easy loading and

unloading at eachpart during the manufacturing operation. Research at this point concerns

adjustable point support techniques.

5.2 Frinciples of Support Conflgurations

It is very important to find and understand the patterns of displacement of the five

models which show in Chapter 4. As mentioned before, this research is on static linear

elastic deformation. This means that the displacement is linear, directly proportional to the

force. Figure 5.2 shows this pattern for force versus displacement of the five models'

From this figure, it is found that the force versus displacement for model 3 is close to

model 1.

The displacement is equal to the inverse of the cube of the thickness of the wall.

This pattern of the five models is shown in Figure 5.3. From this figure, it is found that the

thickness versus displacement for model3 is also close to model 1.
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The patterns for the lengths and heights of the wall of the five models versus

displacement vary. However, the patterns for the ratio which is length over height versus

displacement can be found and shown in Figure 5.4. From this figure, it is found that
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displacement is constant when the ratio reaches certain figures. The displacement become

stable as the length of the wall is increased. The physical meaning for this is that

displacement is not influenced by the other end of wall when the length of the wall is long

enough. This indicates that there is maximum supporting span. It is also found that the

patterns for displacement of model I and model3 versus ratio are the same when the ratio

is greater than 4. The reason for this is that one end will not affect the other end which is

far away although their boundary conditions are different. The patterns for displacement of

model 2 and model 4 versus ratio become stable at the same value when the ratio is

greater than 6. This means that displacement occurring in the middle of wall will not be

affected by the left and right ends boundary conditions of the wall when the two ends are

far away from the center. According to the above mentioned phenomenon, the amount of

the displacement iS determined by the amount of the force applied on, rigidity and the

boundary condition around this area when the wall is long enough.
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Fig. 5.4 Ratio versus displacement.
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To find the principles of support configurations, relations between support

configuration and displacement are examined. The very important relationship is found as

follows:

The percentage of' neduced displacement, in the sårne ratio, ís only

deterrnined by the support configuration.

Table 5.1 shows this relationship by comparing two different dimensions of the thin walls

for model l. These calculation results are from running the ANSYS program.

Table 5.L Percentage of reduced disolacement with various support contigurattons.

Support configurations

(for Model 1)

R:I
H: 40 [mm]

R-- I
H: 60 [mm]

R:2
H: 40 [mm]

R:2
H: 60 [mm]

No support

Max. Displacement [mm]
0.0589 0.t779 0.0509 0.1534

One support

Displacement rcduced o/o 57.s % 58.2y, t6% t6.s %

Two supports

Displacement reduced o/o 89.5 o/o 89.6 %o 67.9 o/o 68.1"/.

Table 5.1 Continued

Support configurations

(for Model t)
R=3

H:40 [mm]

R:3
H = 60 [mm]

R:4
H: 40 [mm]

R=4
H: 60 [mm]

No support

Max. Displacement [mm]
0.0507 0.1525 0.0507 0.1525

One support

Displ acement reduced o/o

Two supports

Displacement reduced o/o 62.4 Yo 62.4 % 67.8 % 61.8%

Note: R -- Ratio LÆI, Force :30 N, Thickness :3 mm.

From the table 5 . 1, it can be seen that the percentage of reduced displacement for different

dimensions of the wall is the same when they are in the same ratio.
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'When the amount of the forces and the cutting width are changed, the percentages

of reduced displacement in the same ratio are still the same. Table 5.2 shows this feature

by comparing different forces. In Table 5.2,the first two columns are cases which use the

same cutting force per millimeter with different cutting widths. The second column

compares with the third column is the case which uses the same cutting width but different

unit cutting force. The first column comparing with the third column is the case which

uses the same amount of cutting force but different unit cutting foice and cutting width.

All possible cases are the same percentages of reduced displacement. One of reasons for

this is that the force is directly proportional to the displacement. The,application of a large

force causes a large displacement of the wall with and without support. The high rigidity

of the wall causes the small displacement for the wall with and without support.

On the basis of this relationship it is possible to minimize the displacement within

the required accuracy of the wall by properly choosing the support configurations. This

relationship lays the foundation of the principle for support configurations. The rest of this

work uses this relationship.

Table 5.2 P f reduced disolacement with forercen o u ISDIA varI()u ges

Support configurations
f = 0.75 N/mm

W:40 mm

f = 0.75 N/mm

W: 60 mm

f : 0.5 N/mm

W: 60 mm

No support

Max. Displacement [mm]
0. I 534 0.1628 0.1085

One support

Displacement reduced o/o 16.5 % 16.2% 16.2 o/o

Two supports

Displacement reduced o/o 68.1% 68.1% 68.I o/o

Total cutting force N 30N 45N 30N

Note: W-- Cutting width, R: 2 (Height:60 mm), and Thickness :3 mm.
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We may use certain height of the walls with different ratio as calculation models

and calculate displacement of the walls with support and without support. The percentage

of reduced displacement for various support configurations will be obtained. This

information will be used as the guide for selecting support configurations in fixture design.

For example, it is assumed that allowed tolerance of the thin wall is 0.01 mm (IT7), the

displacement calculated from our model in Chapter 4 is 0.03 mm, and the ratio is 2. It will

need to reduce 66.7 % [(0.03-0.01)/0.03 %] ofdisplacement. From the Table 5.1, we can

choose two point supports. It will reduce 68 % of displacement so that the machining

tolerance would be 0.0096 [0.03(l - 68%)] mm within the tolerance of the wall.

Different support configurations will take different tooling cost and set-up time for

each operation. Support configuration design in fixture design has to not only ensure

minimizing displacement of the wall within tolerance of the wall but also select proper

support configuration with the least number of supports so that the total tooling and

machining cost will be minimized. The rest of sections will introduce how to select

support configurations for different models.

5.3 Support Configurations for the \ffall with One Fixed Edge (Model I & Model 2)

Supports are used to minimize displacement while machining. When the thin wall is

machinerl, the cutting force will be applied on the wall by relative motion between the

cutter and the wall. Supports are assumed immovable on the wall. Clearly the

displacement will occur on the whole wall. Five supports configurations to reduce

deformation are shown in Figure 5.5. One support can reduce displacement to minimum,

where it is in the middle of wall along the tope free edge. There are two support

configurations for two supports to minimize displacement. One is two corner supports

called two supports, and the other is two optimum supports. The approach to find
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optimum support location has been described in Chapter 3. There are two configurations

for three supports, three supports and optimum supports shown in Figure 5.5. In

manufacturing, if cutting width is 90 millimeter, 60 millimeter diameter of milling cutter

has to be used. Due to cutting width limited by the diameter of the cutter, support

configurations are only considered along the length of the wall at present.

Thin wall Support

a) One support b) Two corncrs supports c) Two optimum supports d) Three supports

Fig. 5.5 Five supports confìgurations for the wall with one fixed edge.

The percentage of reduced displacement for the wall with one frxed edge is shown

in Table 5.3, and part of them is depicted in Figure 5.6. The maximum percentage of

reduced displacement is defined as the maximum displacernent (top edge) without support

minus the maximum displacement with support divided by the maximum displacement

without support. The maximum percentage of reduced displacement is concerned in this

tllesis.

Support

#,)
W
f) 3 optimum supports

Support
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Fig. 5.6 Percentage of reduced displacement versus ratio for the wall with one fixed edge.

From the Figure 5.6 and Table 5.3, the maximum supporting span length for two

corner supports is obtained when the ratio is equal to 4. This indicates that the ratio 4

times height of the wall is the maximum supporting distance using two supports. This table

and figure can be used to select support configurations for three supports and less. Ifthe
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particular figures are not in the table, the interpolation can be used to get desirable data.

The next question is how to select support configurations when the length of the wall is

over what we have in the table. In other words what criterion can be used for selecting

more than 3 supports. Table 5.4 shows percentages of reduced displacement by various

numbers of supports. The black diamond represents supports and the line on the diamond

represents the wall. The same length of span used for supports is assumed. From this table

it is found that percentage of reduced displacement does not change too much as the

numbers of supporting spans are increased. The relative error between percentage of the

first span and second span is only 4 per cent. Table 5.5 shows another example which has

the same characteristic. Therefore, the criterion for selecting more than 3 supports is that

first we follow information for 3 supports to determine how many percentages of reduced

displacement using Table 5.3, and then the span for supports has primary selected by

height of the wall times ratio dividedby 2. The ratio is corresponding to the percentages in

the Table 5.3.

Table 5.4 Percen ofreduced di acement various numberS of

Note: Lsl to Ls5-- span for supports, percentage order follows span order.

Percentage of reduced displacement by vaious numbers of supports %

&&,&&aa
Lsl Ls2 Ls3 Ls4 Ls5

A&&&¡sl
Lsl Ls2 Ls3 Ls4

70.8, 73.7

70.8, 73.7, 73.7
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Tehle 5 Percentase of reduced displacement

Ratio

Percentage of reduced displacement by vaious numbers of supports o/o

ñ-K--A
Lsl LsZ

AAÂ &,

Lsl Ls2 Ls3

6b,A&a
Lsl Ls2 Ls3 Ls4

R:3 79.2

R: 4.5 79.3, 82

R:6 79.3, 82

The equation for determining the span length for supports is as follows'

Lsl LsZ Ls3 Ls4 Ls5 ' " 'Lsn-3 Lsn-2 Lsn

L: H'R

Fig. 5.7 Relation between length of wall and span for supports.

The Ns represents the total number of supports used, then the total number of spans will

be Ns-l from Figur e 5.1 . The lengrh of the wall L is equal to H (height) times R (ratio)

according to the defìnition of ratio (length over height). If Ls is used to represent the span

for supports, we have the equation to determine the span for supports as follow:

H.R
Ls=

Ns- I

Where Ls represents the span for supports, H represents height of wall, R represents ratio,

and Ns represents the number of supports used. This equation is valid when Ns is larger

than I which means the least support number is two. When we want to determine the span

5-1
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for supports and the total number of supports, we substitute height, ratio, and the primary

selected span for H, R, and Ls using equation 5-1. The total number of supports will be

obtained.

The optimum supporting point X away from the side edge is formulated as follows:

X:c¿L

where L is the length of the wall, and a is a ratio constant.

The optimum supporting point Z away from top edge is formulated as follows:

z: þH

where H is height of the wall, and B is a ratio constant which is 0-125.

The average ratio a:0.I26 can be used for two optimum supports or the ratio ct can be

obtained from the Table 5-6. The average c¿=0.08 can be used for three optimum supports

or the ratio a can be obtained from the Table 5.6. In the table 5-6, ctl is for two optimum

supports, and a2 is for three optimum supports.

io for the ootiable 5.6 Ratro tôr t trmum su

R crl a2
1

7

J

4

0.125

0.t37
0.133

0.11

0.083

0.a76

5-2

5-3
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5.4 Suppont Conligr-nrations for the WalX with T'wo Adjacent Fixed Edges (Mode[ 3]

Four supports configurations for the wall with two adjacent fixed edges are shown

in Figure 5.8. The only difference of the structure between this Figure and Figure 5.5 is

the fixed end used instead of the point support. The one point corner support for two

adjacent fixed edges should be similar to two corner supports for one fixed edge, and the

two supports for two adjacent fixed edges should be similar to three supports for one

fixed edge. From the patterns of displacement @ig.5.Z,Fig. 5.3, and Fig. 5.4), it also

shows this similarity.

a) Onc support d) Threc supports

Fig. 5.S Four supports configurations for the wallwith two adjacent frxed edges.

The percentages of reduced displacement for two adjacent fixed edges are shown

in Table 5."1, and depicted in Figure 5.9. The feature mentioned in the above can be seen

from the table and figure. The table and frgure can be used to select support configurations

for th¡ee supports and less. The approach to select more than three supports can make use

of the method for one fixed edge. When the previous equation 5-l is used to determine the

span for supports, the vertical fixed edge of the wall has to be considered as a support.

From figure 5.9 it can be seen that the differences between one support and one optimum

Support

b) Onc optimum support c) Two supports
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support are small. The maximum supporting span between one support and the fixed end

is found from the table 5.7 and figure 5.9, which is when the ratio is hve.

Table 5.7 Percentage of reduced displacement wtth va

Ratio

R

Percentage of reúlced ótsplaæne,nt %

1 stryort I t opt. suppûrt | 2 supporm | 3 suppors

1

2

J

4

5

6

m5 q29

73.r 80.5 89.1

& 68 81.7 9r.4

62.1 62.9 73.5 85.5

61.8 67.8 79.r

61.8 &.4 73.2

th various support configurations.

Fig. 5.9 Percentage of reduced displacement versus ratio for two adjacent fixed edges.
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5.5 Suppont Configurations fon the WaX[ witt¡ T'hree Fixed Edges (Modet 4)

Three supports configurations for the wall with three fixed edges are shown in

Figure 5.10. The rigidity of the wall with three frxed edges is the highest among the walls

with one fixed edge, two adjacent fixed edges, and three fixed edges.

a) Onc support c) Two supports d) Three supports

Fig. 5.10 Three supports configurations for the wall with three fixed edges'

The percentage of reduced displacement is shown in the Table 5.8 and depicted in the

Figure 5.11.

Table 5.8 Percentage of reduced displacement

Ratio

R
Percentage of reduced displacement %

lsupport | 2suppors | 3suPPorts

1

)
4J

4

5

6

78.4

71.2 88.9

56.3 79J 88.4

36J 65.2 79.7

20.6 51.3 70

10.3 34.8 57.6

with various support configurations'

Thin wall SuPPort
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Fig. 5.11 Percentage of reduced displacement versus ratio for three fixed edges.

This table and figure can be used to select support configurations for three supports and

less. As mentioned before, the two ends along the length of the wall will not influence the

displacement when the ratio is over four (see Fig. 5.a). Therefore, the previous method

can be used to select more than three supports. The Figure 5.12 shows the displacement

versus one support and no support. From this figure, the maximum supporting span for

one support is found and is when the ratio is equal to 5.5.

Fig. 5.12 Displacement versus ratio for one support and no support.
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5.6 Suppont Corafigurations fon the Wall witl¡ T'wo Opposite Fixed Edges (Model 5)

Five supports configurations for the wall with two opposite fixed edges are shown

in Figure 5.13.

a) Two vertical arrangcd supports b) Two vertical arrangcd optimum supports

c) One supports d) Two supports e) Tluec supports

wall with two opposite fixed edges.Fig. 5.13 Five supports configurations for the

Due to the symmetrical structure of the wall, the concentrated force applied on the

center of the height of the wall can be used to represent the uniformly distributed forces.

To resist the concentrated force, supports are horizontally arranged in the middle of the

wall. The Figure 5.14 shows the comparison of one center support with two vertical

arranged supports.

Support
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Fig. 5. 14 Comparison of one center support with two vertical arranged supports.

From the Figure 5.14, it can be seen that the two vertical arranged supports are only

effective when the ratio is equal to one. However, the displacement is so small that it is

not necessary to put support when the ratio is equal to one (see the Figure 5.4). Hence,

only the horizontally arranged supports are used to reduce wall deformation.

The percentage of reduced displacement for the wall with two opposite fixed

edges with various support configurations are shown in the Table 5.9 and depicted in the

Figure 5.15. From the table and figure, it can be seen that the displacement for various

supports is not change very much when the ratio is over three. The diflerent support

configurations have different levels of the percentage of reduced displacement. The level

of percentage of reduced displacement is growing up as the numbers of supports are

increased. This means that if we need to reduce over 96.5 per cent of displacement the

four or more supports have to be used. The table and figure can be used to select the

support configurations. Unlike other models there is no maximum supporting span for this

model because the displacement without support does not become stable (see Fig. 5.4).
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Comparing this model with other models it is found that this model has the most effective

in the supporting theory, and it can reduce the most displacement with the least number of

supports.

Table 5.9 of reduced displac
Ratio

R
Percentage of reduced displacement %

lsryportl 2sryports | 3supports

1

2

3

4

5

6

20.7

73.4 61.1

79.9 90.5 93

81.2 92.s 95.5

81.8 93.1 96.2

82 93 96.5

ement with various support configurations.

Fig. 5.15 Percentage of reduced displacement for the wall with two opposite fixed edges
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CÍ{APTER. 6

.A PR NCTPLE OF'' N''XXU'{JR.E C @}qF'TG{JR*ET'TTN

6.1 Intnoductior¡

With the rapid development of computenzed automation in manufacturing,

automatic fixture design plays a key role as the last one of the unsolved link of design

automation in the Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) system. Automatic fixture

design includes automatic fixture configuration, automatic fixture construction, and

automatic fixture verification. A fixturing configuration mainly contains location,

clamping, and support. The supports include not only the supports provided by the

locators to secure the geometrical stability of the part, but also the supports provided by

the supplementary supports against cutting force to reduce elastic deformation of the part.

In order to locate and hold a part accurately, securely, and control the displacement within

allowed tolerances while machining, fìxturing configuration must be examined for static

equilibrium. Meanwhile, locating, clamping, and supporting positions and forces must be

determined for a more reasonable fixturing configuration to be obtained.

In 1986, Gandhi and Thompson [68] first gave a force model for a fixtured part

using the 3-2-1 rule and static equilibrium. Static equilibrium equation is also expressed by

the matrix equation. In 1989, Pham et al. l2l gave another force model of the fixture

which expressed the resultant force and clamping force separately in one static equilibrium

equation. In 1990, Cabadaj [69] gave a force model of the fixture which resolved the

resultant force into six components of force applied on hexahedron. The force on the each

face is equal to locating force. Two degrees of freedom of motion of the part are

eliminated by the face through two points reacting forces. This model serves only a prism
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part and the forces applied in points. The above three force models of the fixture are

successfully used in automated fïxture configuration. However, none of them can be

applied for the case of a part with thin walls. Their force models can not represent a

general fixture design case because they neglect support planning within the fixture

configuration. The limitation of their models may not serve as a universal model in fixture

configuration.

6.2 A Frinciple of Fixture Configuration

As a general force model of the fixture, supporting force should not be eliminated.

A force model including supporting force at present is developed by the author. This force

model will be used to construct fixture confìguration in automated fixture design systems.

A part may be positively located by means of six pins, so positioned that

collectively they restrict the part in six of its degrees of freedom (tluee movements along

the three linear axes, and th¡ee rotations around the three axes). Three locating points not

in a straight line are used to locate the bottom surlace for restricting two rotation degrees

of freedom and one movement degree of freedom. Two locating points against one of the

vertical sides, not in the same vertical line, are used to locate the side surface for

restricting one rotation degree of freedom and one movement degree of freedom. One

locating point against the side which is perpendicular to those two locating planes is used

to locate the end for restricting the last movement degree of freedom. This is known as the

3-2-I pnnciples of location.
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Fig. 6.1 A general force model of a fixture.

A fixture configuration can be constructed using the 3-2-l locating principle as

follows. The three locating planes established using the 3-2-I locating principle of a fixture

provide a force field show in Figure 6.1. The free-body represents a fixtured part with thin

walls. The external forces and torques imposed on the part such as the cutting force F, the

clamping force P", the friction force F, and gravity G can be modeled into a resultant

force vector R. and a resultant moment vector M about the center of mass of the part. The

first plane, the XY plane, provides three support points for location. The three reacting

forces are denoted as N11, Nl2, and N13. The second plane, theYZ plane, provides two

support points for location. The corresponding reaction forces are N21, N22. At same

time, the first supplementary supporting plane which is the opposite with the second plane

provides one support point for support when it is a thin walled part. The reaction force is

denoted as Nr1. The third plane, theZX plane, provides one support point for location.

The reaction force is denoted as N31. The second supplementary supporting plane which

is opposite with the third plane provides one support point for support. The reaction force

is denoted as Nr2.
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The conditions of static equilibrium are

In'i: o and Inryi:0.
i=l i=l

Where F¡ and M¡ are the Cartesian components of the resultant force R. and moment M

vectors.

The resultant force and moment vectors can be expressed as follows:

ñ. = Rx'î +Ry' J +Rt' [, and

ñd = À¿fx .î + My .J + vtz. Ë.

Therefore, a general formula of static equilibrium for a fixtured and machined part is

expressed as follows:

62
INi+ tNj+Fr+F+F+G=0. 6-2

i=l j=l

ln order to simplify the problems, \rye assume

I{.=Fc+P+F +G,

therefore,

62
IN:+ FN;+[t=0.t_J
i=l j=l

When IX: 0, Nzt + NZZ - Nst : Rx

When the cutting force applies against support of a supported thin wall,

Nzl + N22 : o, -Nsl : Rx.

However, when it is applied in the opposite direction (against the rigid bulk of the part),

6-1

6-3
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Nsl =0, N2i+N22:R*.

If a thin wall is not present, the support is not used then

Nsl :0, NZI+N22:R*.

If a wall is present and displacement of the wall is less than the allowed tolerance of the

wall, the support is not used then

Nsl :0, N2l+N22:R*.

When IM* :0,

r¿t 'Nl I * rqz 'N12 + r¿¡ 'N13 + r+o'N31 - rs2 'Ns2 : M*'

where r¡ is the moment arm of F[¡, and rs2 is the moment arm of Nr2.

When the cutting moment applies on a supported thin wall,

r¿l-Nl I+ rqZ.NlZ + r¿:-N13 + 146-N31:0, - rsZ'Ns2: M*.

However, when the cutting moment applies in the rigid bulk of the part,

r¿t-Nlr+ rqz'Nl2+ r¿¡'N13 + 146'N3l: Mx, - rr2'N52:0'

If a thin wall is not present, the support is not used then Ns2 : 0, and

r¿l 'Nl | * r¿z 'N12 + r¿¡ 'N13 + r¿e 'N31 : Mx.

If a wall is present and displacement of the wall is less than the allowed tolerance of the

wall, the support is not used then Ns2 : 0, and

r¿r .Nl | * rqz'Nl2 + r+¡ 'Nl3 + 146 'N3l : Mx.

The method of obtaining other equations is similar. On the basis of the above

equations, two main situations can be concluded. One is that the cutting force and moment



apply against thin walls. The other is that the cutting force and moment apply against the

rigid bulk of the part. The binary variables õ1 and 62 are used to represent whether or not

the thin walls are present. If the thin walls are present, the binary variables are equal to

one. Otherwise, the binary variables are equal to zero. These can be expressed as follows:

when D > T, ô1 : 1, õ2: l.

when D < T, ô1 :0 , ô2 :0.

Where D represents displacement of the wall, T represents allowed tolerance of the wall.

Tlrese two situations may be formulated in a matrix equation in the form of ¡trX : Ij as

follows:

00011000
00000100
11100000
ril r4z r4z 0 0 -rq6 0 0

-r5r -r5Z -r5E tS+ fS5 0 0 0

0 0 0 -re+ -rss fe6 0 0

000000-ô0
0000000-ô

Ntt
Ntz
Nr:
Nzr
Nzz
N¡r
Nst
Nsz

RX
Ry
Rz
MX
My
Mz
RX
Ry

6-4

where r¡ is the moment arm of N¡. This matrix equation is used to check static

equilibrium, to obtain the reaction forces at the locating sites, and to obtain the reaction

forces at the supplementary supporting sites. The positions of the locating sites have to be

reconsidered if the coefficient matrix is singular.
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Figure 6.2 Supporting forces in the first supporting plane.

The supporting reacting forces Nr1 and Nr2 are considered as acting on the

supporting plane. The vector Fsl : (.s1*, rsly, rslJ represents the position of the

supporting reacting force Nr1. The Nr11 and Nr12 are used to represent the two reacting

forces for two optimum supports which are in the first supporting plane shown in Figure

6.2. The forces are perpendicular to the supporting plane. The two vectors rsll : (.sl l*,

rslly, rsllJ and r'r11 : (rsl2x, rsI¡y, rsl¿r) are used to represent two points of the

reacting forces l{r1 1 and Nsl2. According to the conditions of static equilibrium, we may

have the equations for the calculation of the two supporting forces as follows:

When IX: 0, -Nsll -Ns12:Nsl. 6-6

WhenIM,.:0-J'

When IM, :0,

-Is¡z 'Nsl l - f st1z 'Nsl2 : fslz 'Nsl.

-fslly 'Nsl1 - Íst¡y'Nsl2 : Isly 'Nsl.

6-7
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with determinant,

D:l -l -l 
I

l-rrtt, -rsr2zl

and sub-determinants

The forces that apply to supporting points N.11 and Nr12 are

o, : 1,,,)'i,,, ;r\,1, una "r: I n,1" n;Tiï,,|

Nsll: P!, 
un6

Nr12: ?.

Because there are three equations of static equilibrium, this approach can be used to

calculate three supporting forces for three points supports. The arms of each supporting

point such as rslly, trllz, rsl¡y, and rr12" will be determined by using the method

mentioned in the previous Chapter.

The cutting force F and the clamping force F. are major forces in the resultant

force. The position vectors for these forces may be known. Therefore, the resultant force

vector R. and resultant moment vector M about the center of mass of the part can be

obtained from equation 6-1.
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CH^APTER 7

C TS{PAR S T N OF' EXPER ME NT'. T, R.E S U T-TS WIT'H C^ T- C {JT-AT'[OÌ{

RES{Jr.TS

T.L Intnoductio¡r

The most principles which have been proposed in this thesis are based on the

calculation results from the ANSYS program. It is very important to know whether or not

the calculation results from the ANSYS program are correct or within the reasonable

tolerance. The accuracy of the calculation result from the ANSYS program is related to

the calculation model, and the number of elements used in the calculation model. In order

to select properly the number of elements and size of elements the relations between

displacement and the number of elements have been examined and shown in Appendix B.

The final selection of the number of elements is in a reasonable range.

Although the ANSYS prograrn used is a well-known finite element system, the

finite element method is an approximate method with potential errors. To prove the

validity of results of finite element ANSYS program, the experiment has been carried out.

T.2Experiment Setup

The experiment devices consist of four major parts: measurement device, loading

device, test sample, and a fìxture. Figure 7.1 shows the experiment devices. A dial gauge

is used to measure deflection of the thin wall as the measurement device. The accuracy of

the dial gauge is 0.001 in (0.0254 mm) within required measurement accuracy. The weight

is used to apply force on the test sample as loading device. A thin aluminum plate is used
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as a test sample. To put the weight on the test sample easily, two holes with I millimeter

diameter on the measuring sports of the plate have been made. A fixture is used to secure

the thin wall (test sample) for simulating the boundary condition of the one fixed edge.

The way of the thin plate has horizontally been set so that the measurement of

displacement, and the application of loading can be carried out easily.

Thin wall (test samplc)

PointB (middle)

Point A (corner)

Dial gauge

Figure 7.1 The configuration of the experimental device.

7.3 Comparing Results between Experiment and Calculation.

Three experiments have been conducted and the mechanics models of the three

experiments are shown in Figure 7 .2. The frrst experiment is for measuring displacement at

the corner A without any supplementary support. The force for the first test is applied on

the corner A, and is 150 g Q.a7 N) which is applied by the weight. The second experiment
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is for measuring displacement in the middle B of the plate without any supplementary

support. The force for the second test is applied on the point B and is 150 g (1.a7 N). The

third experiment is for measuring displacement at the corner A with a supplementary point

support at the middle point B. The force for the third test is applied on the corner Ar and

is 150 g (1.a7 $.

Thin wall (test sample)

a) Force at the corner. b) Force in the middle. c) Force at the corner with one support.

Figure 7.2The mechanics models of the experiment.

The calculation models of the ANSYS program are built same \¡iay as the

experiment to make comparison with experiment. The number of elements and size of

elements are selected in accordance with the number and size used in all calculation

models. The modulus of elasticity E, Poisson's ratio v, and shear modulus for aluminum

alloy of the thin wall are chosen as 72 G Pa, 0.32, and 27 G Pa from the Reference

Juvinall [72].

The experiment results and calculation results from the ANSYS program are

shown in the Table 7.1.

PointB (middle) Point A (corner)

00 mm

Point B (middle

Point A (corner)
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between experiment and calculatiable 7 .l Comparing results ween exDerrmenl and calculatton.

Support configurations
Displacement [mm]

Relative enor %o

ANSYSY Experiment

No support

Loading at the comer A 0.1505 0.1524 1.3 %

No support

Loading in the middle B
0.112 0.10922 2.5 %

One support in the middle

Loading at the comer A
o.5649 0.5588 r.T %

Percentage ofreduced

displacement by one support
62.s % 63.3 Yo -1.3 %

From the table 7.1, it shows that the error of calculation results from the ANSYS

program relative to the experimental results is under 3 per cent. The validity of calculation

results from the ANSYS program has been proven from the comparison of the calculation

results with the experimental results.
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CffiAP?'ER. E

C @NC{,USTTNS .&NÞ RÐ C OÞTME IqÐAT'E@AIS

In this thesis, first, a survey of firture design automation has been presented. The-

state-oÊthe-art in fixture design automation has been reviewed. The theory of automatic

fixture design has systematically been reviewed. Then, the principles of fixrure design for

thin-walled parts have been proposed. These principles contain the following aspects:

(l) A definition of a thin-walled part is given based on whether or not a part is

deflected sufficiently to affect machining accuracy in manufacturing from a fixturing and

machining point of view. According to this definition, engineers can know when the

support of the part is needed in designing a fixture and machining a part with thin walls.

(2) Five models of calculating the elastic deformation of the walls have been

established using the calculation-experiment approach. The proposed calculation-

experiment approach makes use of an experimental approach in creating empirical

formulas, and FEM in acquiring data from calculation results of the AIISYS program to

create approximate 'empirical' formulas. These five models cover calculations of

displacement for all possible rectangular thin walls, and lay the foundation of judging

whether or not the parts with thin walls.

(3) A principle of support configurations has been proposed based on the

relationship that the percentage of reduced displacement, in the same ratio, is only

determined by the support configuration. Support configurations for all possible thin walls

have been presented. These can be used to determine the support configuration in fixture

design and manufacturing.
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(4) A principle of fixture configuration has been proposed based on the 3-2-1

locating principle and thin wall theory. The general force model of the fixture

configuration has been expanded from a prismatic part to a thin-walled part so that the

theory of fixture configuration is close to real production.

Presently, in our research, the shape of thin walls is considered as rectangular.

Further research would be desirable to expand the shape of thin wall from rectangular to

arbitrary shapes. Dynamic problems such as chatter problem should be looked at.
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APPENÐ{X A

C{JR,VE F'TTTTNG F''OR. T'HE ÐE,F'@R.&{AT{ON M@ÐET,S

4.. tr Cu¡ve Fitting fon Model 2

Figure A-1 shows the data and figures for curve litting of model 2 described in

chapter 4.

a) Vary forces f
L :80 mm,H :40 mm,andT :3 mm.

Force F

lN/mml

Displacements Imm]
ANSYS Fitting

0 0 0

0.5 0.01638 0.016681

0.75 0.aut4 0.425422

1 0.03276 0.033363

1.5 0.04914 0.050044
) 0.M5s2 0.M6725

b) Vary thickness T
L =80mm,H :40 mm,& f :0.75 N/mm

Thickness

lmml

Displacements Imm]
ANSYS Fitting

0
') 0.08219 0.084449

3 0.u2414 0.0254¿2

4 0.01048 0.010556

6 0.m3138 0.m3128

8 0.wr226 0.mi32

Figure A-1 The data and figures for curve fitting of the model2.

(continued on next page)
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c) Vary heþht H
L =80mm,T :3 mm, &.f :0.75 N/mm.

Height H

Intrn]

Displacements [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0

30 0.@533 0.m8631
40 0.auv 0.u2su22

60 0.1052 0.1t2165

80 0.3126 0.32s186

1æ 0.7418 0.742503

d) Vary bngth I:
H :40 mm,T :3 mm, & f :0.75 Nimm.

Iængth L
lmml

Displacements [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0
40 0.M23s8 0.034181

80 o.o2A14 0.u25u22

t20 0.û20603 o.u22ss1

160 0.019612 0.42t4æ
2@ 0.01939 0.m;0751

280 0.01934 0.42æ24

Figure A-1 The data and figures for curve fitting of the model2.

(Continued from previous page)
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.4.2 Curve ltitting for Model 3

Figure A-2 shows the data and figures for curve fitting of the model 3 described in

chapter 4.

a) VaÐ'forces f
L :80 mm, H :40 mm, & T :3 mm.

Force f
lN/mml

Displacements [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0 0 0

0.5 0.0334 0.033513

o.t5 0.0501 0.05427

I 0.0668 0.M7426
1.5 0.1m2 0.1m54
2 0.1336 0.1340s3

b) Vary thickness T
L :80 mm,H :40 mm, &. f :0.75 N/mm

Thic kness

lmml

Displacements [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0

2 0.1669 0.t69661
J 0.0501 0.05027

4 0.v2t46 0.421208

6 o.Ms27 O.M2M
I 0.w2897 0.w265r

o.2

å o.ls

0)o(!
ã. 0.0s
.2
â

0

00.5 11.52
Force [N/mm]

U

q)

0)
(.)
c{
cr.
tt)

Ê

o.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0

246
Thickness of wall [mm]

Figure A-2 The data and figures for curve frtting of the model3.

(continued on next page)
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c) VaryheightH
L :80 mm, T :3 mm, &. f :0.75 N/mm.

Height H

Inun]

Displacements [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0

30 0.42253 0.u25939

40 0.0501 0.Q5V27

60 0.1,44 0.127737

80 0.2688 0.u7557
1æ 0.3911 0.413589

d) Varybngth,L
H :40 mm,T :3 mm, &.f :0.75 N/mm.

I-ength L
Inun]

Displacements [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0

40 0.036&
80 0.0501

120 0.05064

160 0.05065

2W 0.Osffis

Figure A-2 The data and figures for curve fitting of the model 3.

(Continued from previous page)
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.4. 3 C¡¡rve Fitting f'on Model 4

Figure A-3 shows the data and figures for curve fitting of the model 4 described in

chapter 4.

a) Vary forces f
L :80 mm, H :40 mm, & T =3 mm.

Force f
lN/mml

Displacements [mm]
ANSYS Fining

0 0 0

0.5 0.M9s1 0.ffi944
0.75 0.01043 0.0104i7

1 0.0139 0.013889

1.5 0.0208s 0.û20833

2 0.v¿78 0.u27778

b) Vary thickness T
L :80 mm, H :40 mm, &. f =0.75 N/mm

Thickness

lmml

Displacements Imm]
ANSYS Fitting

0

2 0.03443 0.03sr56
J 0.01ø3 0.010417
4 0.m4504 0.@39s
6 0.m1398 0.m13û2
8 0.0m639 0.0m549

0.2

E o.ts
È
o)

E U.I
0)(J
cËE 0.05
tt)

0

00.5 11.52
Force [l.{/mm]

Figure A-3 The data and figures for curve fitting of the model 4.
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c) Vary height H
L :80 mm,T :3 mm, &. f :0.75 N/mm.

Height H

lmml

Displacements [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0

30 0.M815
40 0.01043

@ 0.0138s

80 0.01457

1m 0.01457

d) Va¡y bngth L
H :40 mm,T :3 mm, &.f =0.75 N/mm

tength L
lmml

Displacements [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0
40 0.w2052 -0.0031

80 0.01043 0.010117
t20 0.01673 0.016299
160 0.01879 0.01886

2W 0.01927 0.0t9974

Figure A-3 The data and figures for curve fitting of the model 4.

(Continued from previous page)
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A. 4 Cmrve Fitting for Modefl 5

Figure A-4 shows the data and figures for curve fitting of the model 5 described in

chapter 4.

a) Vary forces f
L :80 mm, H :40 mm, & T =3 mm.

Force f
lN/mml

Displacenrents [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0 0 0
0.5 0.m8393 0.m8116

0.75 0.012s9 0.012t74
1 0.0t679 0.016232

1.5 0.02518 0.4u348
2 0.033s7 0.03246s

b) Vary tfiickness T
L =80 mm,H :40 mm, &. f :0.75 N/mm

Thickness

lmml

Displacements Imm]
ANSYS Fining

0
) 0.04193 0.041088

3 0.01259 0.0t2r74
4 0.m5399 0.ms136
6 0.wt@,z 0.æ1522
8 0.w738 0.ffi42

Figure A-4 The data and figures for curve fitting of the model 5.

(continued on next page)
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c) VaryheightH
L :80 mm,T :3 mm, &.f :Q.75 N/mm.

Height H

lmml

Displacements [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0

30 0.0128

40 0.01259

60 0.01262

80 0.0rn2
1m 0.0rn8

d) V¿ry hngthL
H =40 mm,T :3 mm, &.f :0.75 N/mm.

I-ength L
Imm]

Displacements [mm]
ANSYS Fitting

0

40 0.00178 0.w522
80 0.01259 0.0t2174

r20 0.Mt27 0.0,11088

160 0.@701 0.w7394
2W 0.1891 0.19a222

E 0.ls

(l')
F t-,. I

Q)
CJ
cqE 0.05
.t)

ê
0

50 100 150 200

Length of wall [mm]

Figure A-4 The data and figures for curve frtting of the model 5.
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.4PPENÐIX ts

T'HE SET.ECTNON OF EI,EMENT' STUE ,AT{T} NUMEEI'T

To select properly the number of elements and size of elements, the relations

between displacement and the number of elements have been examined. The model of

finite element calculation Figure 3.2in Chapter 3 is used as the model of the calculation.

The thin wall is represented in a FEM model by three-dimensional structural solid

elements. Figure B-1 shows the results of calculations which is the number of elements

versus displacement. From this figure, it can be seen that displacement become stable with

the increasing number of elements under two different types of loads. The number of

elements from 128 to 200 corresponding to the element size 5 millimeters and 4

millimeters is a proper range, and is used in all calculations.

Concentrated force atthe corner
0.14

0.r2

ã 0.1

- 0.08
o

I 0.06
s
-2 a¡t
^ 

v.uî

0.02

0

400 600

Number of element

Unifornrly distnbuted force at one side

Figure B-1 The number of elements versus displacement.
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